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ABSTRACT
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC ASSESSMENT
USING A NON-VERBAL STANDARDIZED INTELLIGENCE TEST
AND A VERBAL CURRICULUM-BASED TEST
FEBRUARY 1991
PELIWE P. LOLWANA, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF TRANSKEI
B.A. HONS., UNIVERSITY OF TRANSKEI
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Ronald H. Fredrickson
The purpose of this study was to investigate the comparative analysis of
dynamic assessment procedures when two types of tests are used. Specifically,
the aim of this study was to find out whether instructions on basic cognitive
skills would improve the students' performance on specific standardized tests.
The tests that were used were: a verbal educational test (Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills), and a non-verbal intelligence test (Raven Progressive
Matrices).
Fifty two subjects were randomly selected from the 7th grade
population of a middle school in Western Massachusetts. This sample
represented slightly more than 35% of the 7th grade population of this school
vii
(N=148). Two out of five seventh grade classes were selected by the principal
and the researcher. One was a low academic performance class and the other
was a high academic performance class. Prior academic performance and
achievement scores were collected from the school records. Participation in
this study was voluntary.
The administration of the pretest instruments (Raven progressive
Matrices and Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills) was done in group
sessions. Students were divided into two treatment groups and each group
was exposed to two sessions of graduated prompting instructions, each session
lasting 30-40 minutes. The same pretest assessment instruments were then
administered during the post test. Individual student data was held
confidential and combined into a group statistical process.
According to the research findings it appears that dynamic assessment
did improve the subjects' performance on the verbal, educational test
(Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills), but not on the non-verbal,
intelligence test (Raven Progressive Matrices). The type of instructions
received did not seem to have a significant effect on the subjects' post test
performance on both the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills and
Raven Progressive Matrices. However, a comparison of the highest and lowest
academic groups, (as defined by the teachers) showed that the lowest group
improved their scores on all test measures as compared to the highest
academic group.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The inability of children to perform adequately in areas of academic
achievement, has come to be recognized as a significant educational, social and
economic problem After only a few years of frustration and failure in school,
a substantial percentage of children drops out of school, contributing in large
measures to the population of juvenile delinquents, underemployed or
unemployed. These children are also likely to constitute a significant
proportion of mental health problems (Benton & Pearl, 1978; Barkley, 1981).
The cause of learning problems are not precisely known. However, for
most of this century, assessment of cognitive functioning has played a
prominent role in making educational decisions about children with learning
problems. The most frequently used tests of cognitive functioning are tests of
Intelligence. They are used to predict ability to learn by sampling behaviors
across a wide area of cognitive functioning. Standardized tests have been the
subject of literally thousands of research investigations in psychology,
education, and neuropsychology. Given their importance to society and
individuals affected by test-based decisions, it is hardly surprising that
intelligence testing has frequently been at the center of public controversy.
Controversy about the use of standardized intelligence tests is currently
centering around the extent to which this form of assessment addresses the
skills essential to educational curricula and also how assessment results
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provide specific instructional interventions (Meyers, et. al, 1985; Campione &
Brown, 1987; Hilliard, 1987; Draper, Hamilton & Jones, 1987: Barr & Sammuels,
1988). They are also seen as reflecting a global summation of an individual's
functioning, which does not seem to be related to interesting academic areas
and tasks. As Campione and Brown (1987) put it:
Such diagnoses at best rest on somewhat vague abstractions from
a particular psychological theory and cannot provide the kind of
specific information needed to design instructional programs
(p.68).
A growing dissatisfaction with the use of IQ tests as measures of
intellectual functioning has led to the development of an alternative method of
assessment, the dynamic/process assessment procedure. According to Meyers
(1987) dynamic assessment is rooted in a rationale that emphasize three issues:
(i)the link between assessment and intervention; (ii)the link between
assessment and the environment, and (iii)examination of the process as well as
the products of behavior. In this regard three models, one by Budoff (1974)
another by Brown and French (1979), and a third by Feuerstein et al (1979)
have been developed which purport to provide an alternative method of
assessment.
Budoffs (1974) work has been concerned with distinguishing between
low IQ children who are mentally retarded and those who are educationally
retarded. He regards gains in performance, following coaching, to be an
indication of an individual's ability to benefit from a learning experience.
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Budoff has focused mainly on children labelled "mentally retarded" and the
purpose of his assessment procedures have been to discriminate between those
who are likely to respond to education after training (educable), and those
who are not. His method of assessing learning potential of a child is first to
assess the initial level of functioning on a non-verbal reasoning task, then to
institute a task-specific coaching procedure, and finally to retest the child at a
later time (Budoff, 1974).
Feuerstein has developed the Learning Potential Assessment Device
(LPAD), to assess an individual's specific cognitive deficiencies, as well as
assess the amount and type of remediation necessary for the individual in
order to benefit from direct experience. The LPAD, although similar to
Budoff's approach, is different in the sense that it is not task-specific, but seeks
to improve the child's capacity to use a variety of cognitive operations while
simultan-eously assessing for strengths and weaknesses. Feuerstein puts
emphasis on active examiner-student interactions in bringing about the
necessary change and subsequently revealing learning potential (Feuerstein et
al, 1979; 1980; Meyers et al, 1985). Using an input-elaboration-output model to
characterize the mental act, he has been able to identify a number of cognitive
deficiencies that inhibit successful learning. In the administration of the LPAD,
the student is taught a series of problem-solving strategies and then is asked to
use those strategies on a series of new and more difficult tasks.
Brown and Campione (1979) have incorporated Vygotsky's theory of a
"zone of proximal development" into an assessment procedure whereby a
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quantitative measure of a child's learning ability or learning efficiency is
obtained. The "zone' is conceived of as an index of learning potential
(measured by actual and potential development level). It is considered to be
relevant to the diagnosis of learning disabilities, differentiating between the
learning disabled and mildly retarded children (Ballester, 1984). Like in
Budoff's work, a baseline measure of skills on the experimental task is sought,
and subsequently, the examiner provides a controlled protocol of assistance
and instruc-tions or comparable tasks. Finally, the child is observed while
working independently to assess the amount of benefits from instruction
(Brown & French, 1979; Ballester, 1984; Minick, 1987).
On the surface, the dynamic assessment model offers a conceptual
framework that should lead to meaningful cognitive and behavioral changes.
However, Bradley (1983) reviewing the literature that evaluates the
effectiveness of Feuerstein's instructional technique, found very minimal carry
over of the cognitive skills learned during the instructional phase of dynamic
assessment on school performance. His concerns about the transferability of
the gains made during dynamic assessment, to school work are also echoed by
Stenberg and Bhana (1986). They found that gains were more likely to be
significant on standard IQ and aptitude measures, particularly in the areas of
abstract reasoning, and spatial visualization than academic performance.
Similar findings have also been reported by Savell et. al. (1986). Reviewing
studies conducted in Israel, Venezuela, Canada and the United States, they
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found that effects, amongst other things, on academic achievement and course
content have been absent, inconsistent, or difficult to interpret.
One important factor to these varied findings is the selection of
materials often used in carrying out dynamic assessment. Most dynamic
assessment procedures are still placed in contexts that are far removed from
academic learning. For an example a large number of dynamic assessment
advocates use the currently available standardized assessment instruments like
Wechsler's Intelligence Scales for Children, Kaufman's Assessment Battery for
Children, McCarthy scales of Children's Abilities etc., in a nonstan-dardized
way (Vye et al,1986; Tzuriel & Klein, 1987; Lidz & Thomas, 1987; Ballester, 1984;
Bransford, et al, 1987). A method that has been tried in applying the dynamic
assessment principles in areas of academic learning, concentrates mainly on the
assessment of pre-school children (Mearing, 1987; Tzuriel & Klein, 1987; Lidz
& Thomas, 1987; Ballester, 1985; Vye, Burns, Delclos & Bransford, 1987). The
problem with this kind of research is that this population is usually not
working with prescribed curriculum yet.
Campione and Brown (1987), using Vygotsky's theory of proximal zone
of development, on the other hand are demonstrating a better link between
assessment and school performance, by choosing an academic domain to assess
the learning potential, instead of "general intellectual functioning". They have
increased the likelihood that the preciseness of diagnosis and prescription can
be specified in sufficient detail and that instructional prescriptions can be
obtained.
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Statement of the Problem
Proponents of dynamic assessment methods are concerned with
identifying students who are experiencing or are likely to experience academic
problems, and with providing descriptions of those students' true learning
capabilities when the cognitive skills that are necessary in mastering the assess-
ment tasks have been taught. One of the most important contributions made
by dynamic assessment advocates has been to provide a breakdown of
cognitive skills that are generally required in learning a task (Feuerstein, et al,
1979). In this way, assessment can be aimed at identifying and remediating
cognitive skills that are deficient. However, despite this important
contribution, dynamic assessment procedures are still facing a number of
limitations in their design.
Perhaps the most significant limitation of the research done in this area
has to do with the lack of specificity about the nature of cognitive functions
that are prerequisites of academic learning. There has been a general
tendency to conduct cognitive functioning outside the sphere of classroom
learning, using standardized tests of intelligence. For example, Feuerstein,
who has developed a comprehensive list of cognitive functions that are prere-
quisite to learning, is of the opinion that these functions are not affected by the
content of the material to be learned. As a result, he advocates against the use
of curricular content in dynamic assessment (Feuerstein et.al., 1979). Research
shows that when intelligence test-like tasks are used, even for dynamic
assessment procedures, improvement is more likely to be found on other IQ
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measures, not in academic performance (Stenberg & Bhana, 1986; Savell, 1986;
Bradley, 1983). This seems to suggest that cognitive functioning does not
necessarily generalize to all areas; it is a function that might be very content-
specific, and even task-specific for that matter.
Another limitation with dynamic assessment is the tendency to confine
the target population to the mentally handicapped. Feuerstein et al, (1987)
maintain that the only group of individuals who are not viewed as legitimate
targets for dynamic assessment are those who, by virtue of their high and
efficient levels of functioning do not require modification. The target popula-
tion for dynamic assessment is theoretically limitless and yet there is always a
implication that dynamic assessment is superfluous and inappropriate for all
those who are not low functioning. If dynamic assessment offers an active
modificational approach that refuses to accept the manifest condition of the
individual as is, then the population should be extended to a wider
population. Dynamic assessment should be used to benefit, change and
improve all, regardless of the level of functioning of the individual.
Purpose of the Study
1. To find out whether instructions on basic cognitive skills would
improve the students' performance on the post test of two different
tests: (a) educational, verbal test and (b)an intelligence non-verbal test.
2. To investigate if the contextualized treatment would produce different
results.
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To examine how different academic ability groups respond to dynamic
assessment.
Significance of the Study
Like other studies on dynamic assessment procedures, this study sought
to demonstrate that students' performance on educational and standardized
tests of mental ability could be improved when instructions on certain
cognitive skills are provided. The emphasis in education today is increasingly
directed toward the development of cognitive skills even in students with
unpromising academic performance.
The use of verbal, educational materials in dynamic assessment has
implications for a wider utility in dynamic assessment research. For example,
dynamic assessment can now be more accessible to the educators in different
areas of learning. When the prerequisites of learning a task are known,
teachers can be helped to develop academic activities that specifically teach
students how to improve their cognitive skills in learning. This information
would also be helpful in formulating treatment plan for students who are not
benefitting from traditional classroom instructions. More students who are
experiencing difficulties in academic learning can benefit from assessment
procedures that are linked to educational interventions.
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Operational Definitions
The following definitions have been developed in an attempt to
operationalize a number of concepts which were frequently used in this study:
1. Non-Verbal Intelligence Test:
A standardized test of intelligence that measures cognitive functioning
through the use of non-verbal tasks (Raven Progressive Matrices).
2. Verbal-Curriculum Based Task:
A standardized test that measures the students' practical skills in the
area of writing Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills).
3. Academic Performance:
An average of teacher's assessment of the students' performance in
Mathematics, English, Science and Social Studies.
4. Achievement Scores:
Students' scores on a standardized test of achievement (IOWA test).
9
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
In spite of the declarations that have come with the determination to
make education work for all children, it is clear that a significant percentage of
students do not profit from the educational menu of experiences presented in
the schools (Algozzine & Yesseldyke, 1983). The scope of the problem has
been surveyed by Harris et al (1987) who found that out of the referrals to
school psychologists in the U.S., (ranging from 13% to 29%), many of these
students are frequently referred out of primary concern for poor academic
functioning (52%) than for social/emotional difficulties (31%).
For most of this century, assessment of cognitive functioning has played
a prominent role in the diagnosis and prescriptions of treatment as well as the
sorting and placing of individuals experiencing learning difficulties. Given the
importance of cognitive assessment to society and the individuals affected by
test-based decisions, it is hardly surprising that testing has frequently been at
the center of public controversy since its rapid growth following World War I
(Linn, 1986; Hearne, 1987; Meyers, Pfeffer & Erlbaum, 1985).
Intelligence tests are the most widely used set of measurements to
assess cognitive ability. Criticisms that have been leveled against these tests
are many, but in regards to learning ability standardized intelligence tests are
reportedly limited to a global summation of current performance at a given
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time (Minick, 1987; Meyers et al, 1985). This global summation, however, does
not seem to be sufficient to educators who are faced with children who
perform poorly in school. In other words, traditional measurements do not
provide the specificity and continuity that is essential for instructional
interventions.
Because of the recognized inadequacy of existing standardized
instruments in providing specific information needed to design instructional
programs, alternative methods of assessment - dynamic or process assessment,
which provide a link between assessment and intervention, have been devised.
These alternatives are slowly gaining support as viable, if not better tools for
the assessment of learning difficulties in education (Campione & Brown, 1987;
Hilliard, 1987; Minick, 1987; Meyers et al., 1985). However, dynamic assessment
is not intended as a replacement of current approaches, but as an addition to
currently available procedures (Lidz, 1987).
Three models, one by Budoff (1974) another by Brown and French (1979),
and a third by Feuerstein (1979) have been developed, which purport to offer
alternative assessment models to the traditional intelligence testing. They
suggest assessment procedures that are directly related to questions about
specific instructional interventions (Meyers et al, 1985; Barr & Sammuels, 1988;
Campione & Brown, 1987). They attempt to describe deficiency or inadequacy
in cognitive functioning. They stress the importance of individual functioning,
ie. that no two individuals are alike in terms of cognitive functioning, style,
process, strategies etc.
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Of these dynamic assessment models mentioned before, Feuerstein's is
the one that is most researched and also popular in most countries (Savell et
al, 1986). It has influenced the development of a dynamic approach by a
number of American psychometricians (Vye, et al, 1987; Symons & Vye, 1986).
The next popular trend in dynamic assessment is the one suggested by Brown
and French. Brown, in conjunction with a variety of authors, have developed
a number of assessment and instructional procedures based on this model
(Palinscar & Brown, 1984; Brown & Day, 1983; Campione & Brown, 1987).
Because Brown and French's model is in many ways uniquely different from
Feuersteins', and Budoffs approach seems to share a lot of similarities with
Feuersteins', the focus of the present research will be primarily on Feuerstein's
and Brown et al's approaches of assessment.
Dynamic Assessment Models
Feuerstein's Model
Feuerstein developed the Learning Potential Assessment Device (LPAD),
to assess an individual's specific cognitive deficiencies, as well as the amount
and type of remediation necessary for the individual. He borrowed many
concepts of Piagetian theory and the clinical insights of Andre Rey (both
having been his professors at the Geneva school). Unlike Piaget, Feuerstein
was not concerned about developing a theory of cognitive development, his
major contribution was to introduce the determinants of cognitive functioning
and to convert a descriptive model to an instructional operational one.
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Through his work with academically unsuccessful children (12-18 years),
who have recently immigrated to Israel, Feuerstein has been able to describe a
number of factors which are related to difficulties in learning. These factors
are rooted in two broad sources: (i) the nature of individual's environment/
situational factors and (ii) the conditions of the individual at a given point in
his/her development-endogenous factors. These factors are usually
interrelated such that the individual's condition affects one's environment and
vice versa.
Feuerstein's (1979, 1980) theory is based on two major premises: (1) that
the direct cause of cognitive deficiencies observed in "retarded performers" is
the lack of, or inadequate exposure to adult-child mediated learning
experiences (MLE); and that (2) during assessment, deficient cognitive
functioning can be modified by attacking the cognitive functions found to be
directly responsible for the usually demonstrated deficiencies. This theory
represents a departure from the psychometric model of assessment which often
explains cognitive deficiencies in terms of internal attributes, like neurological
deficits, familial-genetic factors, developmental lags, and with limited or no
emphasis on the socialization effects on cognitive functioning (Benton & Pearl,
1978, Barkley, 1981). The conventional psychometric approaches also do not
permit for the modification of cognitive functioning and thus are limited only
to describing the manifest level of functioning.
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Campione and Brown's Model
Campione and Brown and their associates (1979, 1987) have developed a
graduated prompting assessment approach which is an amalgaman of their
views on cognition and instruction on Vygotsk/s theory of cognitive
development. Vygotsky-s (1978) theory of a "zone of proximal development-
refers to the distance between the level of performance a child can reach
unaided and the level of participation that can be accomplished when guided
by a more knowledgeable participant. Within this context, the graduated
prompting approach is a process which involves an initial assessment of
competence, followed by instructions on the target task(s). Individuals with
high degrees of readiness (broad zones of proximal development) within that
domain should benefit from the instructions, whereas those with less readiness
will not perform much better with this help than they did prior to it.
Campione and Brown's approach to assessment is different from other
forms of assessment (including other dynamic assessment approaches), in two
main ways: (i) choice of task domains that are relevant to the processes to be
assessed, and (ii) the measurement of learning efficiency. Their choice of
content materials through which they carry dynamic assessment, is often
representative of domains whose diagnostic utility is known to be directly
related to school performance. Instead of looking at the extent to which global
processes are related to overall academic ability, they concentrate on learning
and transfer processes assessed within a specific domain. For example, they
have contributed significantly in the understanding of cognitive functioning in
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reading and comprehension activities (Brown & Day, 1983; Palincsar & Brown,
1984; Campione & Brown, 1987; Palincsar & Brown, 1984).
Utility of Dynamic Assessment Approaches
Dynamic assessment is believed to be diagnostically and theoretically
superior to standardized intelligence testing, because it not only mirrors the
learning process, but also there is an attempt to modify the performance level
of the examinee. Proponents of this model believe that dynamic assessment is
more relevant to diagnosing cognitive deficiencies that are related to learning
(Feuerstein, 1979; Budoff, 1974; Campione & Brown, 1987; Hilliard, 1987). The
attention and interest that this model is currently receiving is well deserved
because, if the claims made about this model can be supported by a body of
research, the ramifications will be overwhelming for education, especially
special education. Some of the questions that need verification have to do
with the selection of tasks that will ensure maximum effectiveness of dynamic
assessment; the comparative predictability of dynamic assessment procedures
to standardized intelligence testing, and the transferability of cognitive skills to
other areas of learning.
Dynamic Assessment Tasks
Literature review shows that tasks used in dynamic assessment comes
from a diverse source of materials. The instruments used can be classified
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into: content-free tasks; non-verbal psychometric based tasks;
curriculum based tasks.
Content-Free Tasks
Feuerstein, who strongly opposes the use of curricular contentual
materials in dynamic assessment, has been instrumental in developing
"content-free" materials. His assessment tasks are structured in units, or
instruments, each of which emphasizing a particular cognitive function. In this
way, he does not attempt to teach either specific items of information or
cognitive functioning by means of a structured set of data. He has also not
made any attempt to quantify the data obtained from this form of assessment.
The tasks in Feuerstein's Learning Potential Assessment Device are divided
into (1) Non-verbal tasks that are accessible to even the totally or functionally
illiterate individual, e.g. non-verbal, hands on material; (2) tasks that have a
limited vocabulary and may therefore require teacher assistance, but requiring
higher cognitive processes and mental operations; and (3) tasks that require
independent reading and comprehension skills and measuring the ability to
reproduce information - memory skills.
This content-free approach has raised questions about the extent to
which non-curricular materials, rather than the content situations of the
academic curriculum can be used as a source of development of cognitive
operations and the prerequisites of thinking. Moreover, there are doubts about
the efficiency of exercises that are detached from content and not rooted in a
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specific reality in affecting the real-life cognitive behavior for a child
(Bradley,1983; Savell et al, 1986).
Non-Verbal Intelligence-Based Tasks
A number of dynamic assessment researchers and users have developed
assessment procedures using non-verbal standardized Intelligence tests. For
example Budoff and a number of his associates, have developed four
instruments used to distinguish between low IQ children who are mentally
retarded and those who are educationally retarded. Their procedures are
based on Kohs Block Designs, Raven Progressive Matrices, the Series Learning
Potential Test and the Picture Word Game (Budoff, 1987). In developing these
instruments, Budoff and associates were concerned with reliability and validity
when the teaching/ training component has been incorporated to the
assessment procedures. In this regard, they have conducted a number of
studies, some of which will be reviewed in more details later in this study.
The Raven Progressive Matrices has been frequently used as a task of
choice in dynamic assessment. Campione, et al (1985) have used the Raven
Progressive Matrices to evaluate the concurrent and predictive validity of
dynamic assessment. Feuerstein et al (1979) have also used the Raven
Progressive Matrices B2 -B12 series to develop the LPAD section that involves
higher cognitive processes and mental operations such as analogical reasoning,
logical multiplication, seriation, inferential, hypothetical modes of thinking,
deduction and instantiation, induction and generalization, and syllogistic
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thinking. Manni (1981) has developed a videotape using the Raven
Progressive Matrices as the assessment device for the New Jersey State
Department of Education. Budoff and colleagues have also used some of the
block designs of the Wechsler's Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and Wechsler's
Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) in developing the Block Design Learning
procedure (Budoff, 1987).
Most of the above-mentioned assessment procedures have been
primarily developed for the use with adolescents and school-aged children.
Because of the non-existence of standardized preschool dynamic measures, a
number of attempts based on Feuerstein's model, but using different
assessment tasks, have surfaced. Tzuriel and Klein (1985) developed the
Children's Analogical Thinking Modifiability (CATM) instrument, which
presents analogical problems in a three-dimensional mode (as compared to the
Raven's Progressive Matrices two-dimensional mode). Burns et al (1983) have
adapted the Stencil Design Test (SDT) for use with younger children. Anothe
example of a dynamic extension of an existing, normed static test is also
proposed by Lidz and Thomas (1987). Using Triangles and Matrices sub tests
of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (KABC), they developed a
dynamic assessment device compatible with Feuerstein's et al (1979) model for
use with preschool children - The Preschool Learning Assessment Device.
What characterizes all these assessment methods, is the avoidance of
verbal stimuli in assessing learning potential. Because these assessment
procedures have been developed primarily for the population that has been
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classified as mentally retarded, and pre-learning children, avoidance of
material that resemble classroom learning has been more or less the rule.
However, learning is now, and for the forseable future, rooted in the verbal
domain, and therefore a need to develop verbal and curricular based material
is indicated.
Verbal Curriculum-Based Tasks
Campione, Brown and their associates have provided the needed
beginnings of applying dynamic assessment in academic learning. They have
concentrated on studies of Reading and listening Comprehension, skills of
considerable academic importance. For example, Palincsar & Brown (1984)
conducted two instructional studies directed at the comprehension-fostering
and comprehension-monitoring activities of seventh grade poor
comprehenders, using the prompting procedure. Reeve, Palincsar & Brown (in
press) not only developed scripted tasks for cognitive monitoring in
comprehension, but proposed extensions of their remediation methods to
Mathematical education. Harth (1982) has incorporated some of Feuerstein's
mediational procedures in enhancing effective study skills and skills required
to effectively complete Mathematical problems.
These studies have primarily focused on the remediation of cognitive
functioning, not assessment procedures. Campione and Brown (1987)
developed an assessment procedure for comprehension tasks. Their procedure
sought to mirror in a teaching situation the gradual transfer of control of
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cognitive skills. They also report that Ferrara, who has been with them for a
while, is working on the development of a test of early Mathematics
knowledge for her dissertation research.
It can be seen that studies that are linking dynamic assessment to
academic learning are still few. Although dynamic assessment seems to be a
viable alternative in assessing difficulties in learning, the use of academic
material is not frequently used. Part of the resistance can be attributed to the
strong suggestions made by earlier and prominent proponents of dynamic
assessment (e.g. Feuerstein) against its use in this context. In addition, recent
directions in psychometrics indicate that the design of psychological and
educational tests is increasingly becoming a science rather than an art.
However, only a few psychometric methods have been developed specifically
for dynamic assessment (Embreston, 1987). Therefore there is tremendous
challenge for anyone choosing to use a task that has not been shown to meet
the psychometric criterion for cognitive testing.
Predictive Ability of Dynamic Assessment
For the most part, the sole value of an intelligence test in the school is
its capacity to predict future educational accomplishments; the main
justification for a children's test then, resides in the answer to the question,
How well does it predict future school achievement? At this point, one of the
crucial questions faced by dynamic assessment, is whether it has capability of
further discriminating differences in learning ability among children who have
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been homogeneously grouped on the basis of static intelligence scores. In
other words, can this form of testing provide better information about
children's academic ability than I.Q. tests?
Budoff, Meskin and Harrison (1971) demonstrated the predictive
validity of the learning potential measure in the non-verbal domain. Seventy
educable mentally retarded and 26 regular class grade 7 to 9 children, matched
for chronological age, were involved in the assessment of simple electrical
concepts. Students' knowledge of electrical circuits was evaluated prior to
instructions, and then retested following exposure to the unit. Each student
was assigned a Learning Potential status which was operationalized in terms
of how much improvement s/he demonstrated, after instructions. In this
study, the Learning Potential status was found to be indicative of the person's
ability to profit from instructions than either the IQ scores or placement. That
is, whereas the level of scores during pretest correlated well with IQ scores
and classroom placement prior to instructions, such differentiation could only
be made on the basis of the students' Learning Potential, following
instructions. Using the multivariate analysis, the F ratio was F=3.092, 18/68 df,
p,<.01. The conclusion made in this study was that the dynamic measure was
a valid predictor of learning in an educational setting.
Budoff (1987), reporting on the dynamic assessment research he and his
colleagues have done over a period of 16 years, maintains that there is a
demonstrated correlation between Learning Potential and standardized I.Q.
tests, even among low I.Q.- defined special class students.
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For example, children who demonstrated competence on the LP
tasks tended to score higher on other nonverbal or minimally
verbal tasks, such as the WISC Performance Scale and Raven
Progressive Matrices, administered in a traditional format (p.77).
Feuerstein's (1981) study on 34 eighth-grade culturally different children
from a rural school in Israel, demonstrates that a dynamic assessment
procedure had a better capability to differentiate students who can benefit
from instructions than their I.Q.- defined mentally retarded status. Comparing
the results of a traditional form of a Raven Progressive Matrices'
administration and the dynamic procedures, Feuerstein reports significant
differences in the measurement of students' ability. The results of the
traditional format for the Raven Progressive Matrices test shows that their
average performance (M=29.5, SD=8.8), when the test is administered in
traditional form, placed the students in a category well below average and not
eligible for entrance into academic high school. The results from the dynamic
form of assessment, however, suggests that the traditional form of assessment
severely underestimated their ability. Whereas the mean percentage of correct
items in the standard test, B8 to B12 series was 22%, it was 95% for the
dynamic assessment. Similarly, for the A-E standard test series, 4.9% of the
items were correct compared with 72% for the dynamic assessment.
Other researchers who have explored the differential predictive
effectiveness of dynamic assessment, suggests that the I.Q. test provides a
more valid estimate of learning ability for middle-class white children under
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varied learning conditions than for children of lower socioeconomic status.
They report that the dynamic assessment procedures have consistently proven
to be the best predictor for lower-class Black children. For example Budoff
(1974), administering the dynamic assessment measurement to 12b third to
fifth graders of New England schools, from mixed economic backgrounds,
found that the dull-lo-average groups gained from practice significantly more
than did the subnormal (t=2.54, df=60,p<.01); and the bright-normal groups
(t=3.33, df=99,p<.001). Both low LQ. groups gained more than did the bright-
normal group (t=4.03,df=99,p<.001; t=2.89.df=87,p<.0()5), lor the bright versus
dull and subnormal groups, respectively; while the difference between the low
I.Q. groups was not significant.
Sewell and Severson (1974) sought to examine the relationship between
achievement and a number of variables associated with learning ability,
including I.Q., in order to determine their predictive effectiveness. They
administered the Wechsler's Intelligence Scale (WISC), and used the Raven's
Colour Performance Matrices as a task for the dynamic assessment of 62 Black
lirst grade children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds in Milwaukee.
The correlation of the Full Scale I.Q. achievement is r=.55 for reading and .50
for Arithmetic, p<.001. But the difference in the correlation of the Raven's
CPM with achievement is one of the most intriguing results of the study. The
strength of the relationship between post test and achievement (r=.47 and .54,
p<.001) speak to the difficulty of predicting achievement from manifest levels
of performance, as is the case with standardized testing.
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Vye et al. (1987) sought to establish the relationship between dynamic
assessment measures and (i) full-scale static measures, (ii) "non-global" (i.e. sub
scale) static measures. The McCarthy scale of Children's Abilities was used as
static measures and the dynamic assessment measure was children's unassisted
performance on the Stencil Design Test (STD) following graduated prompting.
The results of this study showed that the dynamic measure did not correlate
significantly with McCathy General Cognitive Index (r=.18, p<,.01). In contrast,
the correlation between sub scales scores and dynamic assessment measures
was moderately to significantly higher, especially when the task domain was
the same (e.g. STD and Perceptual Performance), r=.48, p<.01. The correlation
was not significant to the extent that the dynamic assessment results could
have been predicted from the static measure though. This means that static
classification would not have predicted the amount of learning evidenced by
these children.
From the above discussion, there is a strong indication that the dynamic
estimates are not redundant to static estimates (i.e. perfectly correlated). Vye
et al (1987) suggests that this lack of correlation demonstrates increased
sensitivity of dynamic measure to individual differences in learning ability.
More significantly, this research indicates that even sub scale measures
increase prediction only slightly.
In another study, Sewell (1979) compared the predictive effectiveness of
intelligence tests and dynamic assessment to scholastic achievement of 70
White and Black first grade children drawn from markedly different
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experiential backgrounds. They used the Raven's Coloured Progressive
Matrices (CPM, sets A, AB and B) for dynamic assessment, and the Stanford-
Binet for a standardized intelligence test. I.Q. scores yielded a much higher
correlation with school achievement for White middle-class children than for
Black low socioeconomic children; (r=.59 and .42, p<.001) respectively. Sewell
also found IQ scores to be significantly related to 10 of 11 learning and
achievement variables in the middle-class, high I.Q. group, in marked contrast
to the correlation patterns found among the Black, low socioeconomic status
group. This therefore suggests that although IQ scores might provide a more
stable, reliable estimate of learning ability for middle-class children under
varied learning conditions, this is not necessarily true of children of low
socioeconomic status and culturally diverse students.
Transfer of Learning
The most consistent theme that pervades the literature on the
effectiveness of dynamic assessment strongly suggests that this model of
assessment is comparable to the other well-known standardized forms of
assessment. Even though the method may not be a traditional form of
assessing cognitive ability, there is evidence that this testing procedure taps on
the same qualities that make the IQ tests measure of cognitive ability. The
next question then pertains to the transferability of the cognitive skills learned
during dynamic assessment to other areas of learning.
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Studies that have reviewed performance on transfer tasks after using
Feuerstein's mediation technique, consistently demonstrate failure of this
method to produce gains in areas of academic importance, as measured by
teacher grades, or standardized tests of achievement. For example, Stenberg
and Bhana (1986), reviewing 38 studies of Feuerstein's remedial program,
which were conducted by a wide variety of investigators with diverse subject
populations with respect to country, social class, age, intellectual level, and
educational level, found that the greatest gains were more likely to be in the
area of abstract reasoning and spatial visualization, rather than in the areas of
verbal skills or "crystalized" abilities. Abstract reasoning and spatial
visualization are of course part of the cognitive functions on which individuals
receive training during mediation in Feuerstein's model.
Bradley (1983), challenging Feuerstein's work, pointed to the failure of
score improvement on students' academic (according to the Project Assessment
Battery (PAB), a test that is regularly used to test the impact of Feuerstein's
model on educational programs), after being exposed to a lengthy cognitive
modification program. Even though students in Feuerstein's study were
reported to have made some significant gains after a mediated learning
experience, evaluation showed gains made in only two school subjects: Bible
and Geometry. This is an example of what Bradley calls "an artifact of
chance". Whilst improvement on Geometry may be attributable to practice on
paper-and-pencil exercises of the program, (an exercise that is dominant in
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Feuerstein's Learning potential Device), it is difficult to make sense of gains
made in Bible studies. Bradley thus concludes that:
if you believe that subject area success is important, attendance in
regular class curriculum may be more crucial than attendance in
a cognitive training program (p.87).
Savell et al (1986) are more positive in their reviews on Feuerstein's
work. Reviewing studies that have evaluated the impact of Feuerstein's work,
in Israel, Venezuela and Nashville, their conclusions are almost consistent with
those reported by Bradley (1983) and Stenberg and Bhana (1986). Basically, the
subjects' general intellectual ability showed some significant improvement,
(p<.05), but academic performance only improved in those areas that were
most similar in content to the materials used in the intervention. Savell and
his colleagues then conclude that, Feuerstein's methods of intervention can:
improve performance on standard non-verbal I.Q.-type measures
when it is used by teachers who are also teaching the students
some other subjects and are thus able to apply the relevant
principles ("bridge") to some subject matter that has its own
identity... (p.396).
Another caution against the assumed generalizability of Feuerstein's
assessment technique to school-related performance has even come from
strong supporters such as Meyers et al (1985) and Declos et al (1984). For
example Delclos and associates have this to say:
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It is important to realize the realistic constraints on improving
children's academic achievement levels through interventions
focused on thinking skills...such programs are no substitutes for
the need to acquire academic content; their goal is to increase
students' ability to learn new content (p. 17).
Lack of improvement on school related areas, is a serious problem.
There are some researchers who are beginning to realize that any meaningful
bridge between dynamic assessment procedures and school performance
requires use of learning materials that closely resemble an academic learning
experience, instead of tasks that promote "general intellectual functioning"
(Lidz, 1987; Ballester, 1984; Campione & Brown, 1987). With the exception of
Campione and Brown's study, most studies that have attempted to forge the
link between dynamic assessment and academic learning focus on academic
performance of younger children (pre-school and kindergarten), which makes
it hard to relate to the cognitive skills that would be required in a more
complex learning situation of older children.
Dynamic Assessment Treatment
One of the major goals of dynamic assessment models is to change both
the functional and structural cognitive functioning of an individual. This
procedure is based upon a theory of cognitive modifiability which attempts to
account for the differences in the capability of individuals to benefit from both
formal and informal opportunities to learn (Feuerstein, et al, 1987). Dynamic
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assessment then offers a training based assessment rather than the current
level of functioning of subjects. The training embedded within the testing
process allows subjects to understand the requirements of the test task and to
respond to the test demands more effectively. Training then helps equalize the
differences in experience and elicits more competent performances
(Budoff,1987). However, Feuerstein and Campione do not share the same
philosophies on how this training assessment ought to be conducted.
Feuerstein 7 s Mediated Learning Experience
Feuerstein suggests assessment procedures that are radically different
from the ones used in standardized testing. He suggests that the examiner
should be sympathetic and responsive instead of being neutral to the
examinee. This elimination of neutrality (or indifference) is substituted by
teacher-pupil roles whereby the examinee is given the skills to perform tasks
which she/he is having difficulty with.
The assessment procedures in this respect are composed of two
significantly different aspects; namely the condition for mediated learning
experience (MLE) that is brought by the examiner, and the training process.
MLE is the term used by Feuerstein for the kind of interaction that takes place
when an experienced intentional adult interposes himself or herself between
the child and some external stimulus, and then alters the stimulus prior to its
perception by the child, by selecting, framing filtering, sequencing, scheduling,
grouping, organizing, interpreting and regulating its intensity. The mediation
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process consists of three instructional components: familiarization with the
materials
- a phase which is critical for the introduction of the child to the
relevant task-dimension and establishment of a baseline mastery level; rule-
teaching phase - which involves teaching of cognitive processes and /rules
necessary for the successful performance on the task. This task is considered
to be important by Feuerstein, because lower functioning children are less
likely to have been exposed to such tasks in the past and need precise
information for task completion; and feedback which reinforces correct
attempts at a task and may encourage more accurate responses.
Training is provided for the mastery of content, i.e. enrichment of
mental operations (eg. classification; serialization; analogy etc.) as well as task-
related cognitive skills (eg. orientational concepts; relationship between objects;
labelling on expressive level etc.). The other part of training is to establish and
control for prerequisites of cognitive functioning. For example, control of
impulsivity might have as an ultimate objective a creation of reflective,
insightful thought processes. In some cases once the deficient cognitive
functions are recognized, the aim is to train or correct those inadequacies. The
metric of learning or learning potential is represented by the amount of change
between initial assessment and the period after training.
One of the major goals of Feuerstein's assessment model is to change
both the functional and structural cognitive functioning of an individual, by
modifying the underlying cognitive deficiencies. This model allows for the
assessment of mastery of cognitive functions associated with the learning task
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as well as the assessment of capacity first to grasp and then to apply the
cognitive skills to a variety of tasks that are progressively more distant from
the one on which they were originally taught.
Feuerstein (1980) advocates against the use of curricular material during
assessment and remedial of cognitive functioning. According to him the
disadvantages of using curriculum far outweigh the advantages of not using it.
He considers curriculum contextual learning to be a source of major resistance
from the learner who has experienced failure in academic areas before as well
as teachers who are quantity and not quality driven. This tends to impede
cognitive modification. Feuerstein is convinced that content-free, non-
curricular materials are effective in the development of cognitive operations
and the prerequisites of thinking.
Campione's Graduated Prompting
Campione and Brown (1987) note that the metric they use for learning is
different from that used by others interested in dynamic assessment, including
Vygotsky, in that:
It is not how much improvement one can bring about through
intervention, but rather how much aid is needed (p. 90).
The help or set of instructions given to the examinees about the solution
of the problem is given in a series of hints. The initial hints are very general,
succeeded by hints which become progressively more specific and more
concrete, with the last hint almost providing a blueprint for generating the
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correct answer. The metric of learning efficiency then becomes the number of
hints required for the attainment of the learning criterion (typically two
successive problems solved with no help).
Like in Feuerstein's model, learning in Campione and Brown's model is
guided by a competent adult tester and the culmination of the learning is not
only the acquisition of rules or principles but also the application of such rules
in novel contexts. In other words, the general design of the instructional
sessions is based on the same Vygotskian principles that guided the
development of this assessment approach. Vygotsky (1978) asserts that the
prerequisite of all higher psychological processes, is the gradual interiorization
of a self-regulatory process of problem-solving. Brown and Campione (1979)
have then sought to mirror, in a teaching situation, this gradual transfer of
control of cognitive skills that Vygotsky describes. The teacher and the
students begin by working together, with the teacher doing most of the work.
As the students begin to acquire the target skills, they take more responsibility
until they are eventually not only able to employ the skills when working
independently, but also in novel situations.
Cognitive Functioning
The first step in the development of dynamic assessment, using an
academic context, calls for the understanding of cognitive functioning in
academic learning. In order to understand cognitive functioning, it is
necessary to make sense of the extensive and often confusing literature on
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cognitive functioning. Such clarification is necessary in order to define the
cognitive skills that are necessary for the accomplishment of the educational
processes.
Efforts to relate cognitive functioning to educational tasks tend to
involve two approaches: First is the description of how knowledge is acquired
and structured in the mind of an individual throughout development. One of
the implications for a developmental approach is that of successive stages of
development. Secondly, cognitive functioning is described in terms of the
differences between successful and unsuccessful learners /problem-solvers.
Lidz (1987) considers the two approaches to be representative of "vertical and
horizontal" conceptualization of cognitive functioning.
Cognitive Development
Jean Piaget is the well known proponent of the cognitive development
theory. According to him, cognitive development is facilitated by two
complementary processes: assimmilation and accommodation. Assimmilation
describes the process through which reality is broken down or modified in
such a way as to be incorporated by the existing mental structure of the child.
Accommodation, on the other hand represents the manner in which the child
has to alter his/her own mental structures to handle reality.
Piaget believes that at every stage of development the world is
experienced in an age-appropriate manner, with the earlier forms of cognition
laying the foundation for the later stages, eventually leading to the abstract
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concepts of adult thought. The true ability to reproduce the world internally
starts during the preoperational stage, which spans the time from roughly two
to seven years of age. A particularly significant characteristic of the
preoperational period is what Piaget calls "egocentric" thinking, meaning that
the child believes everyone else sees the world as s/he sees it and that s/he
cannot put herself/ himself in the epistemological place of others. Midway
through this stage, the child begins to utilize an objective standard to organize
experience. However, this classification is on the basis of perception rather
than logic. Piaget then concludes that this perception-bound set makes the
child to be incapable of considering two aspects of one situation
simultaneously, but can only examine one aspect at the expense of all others.
With the onset of the operational period, at about age seven, perception
loses its primary position as a means of structuring reality and gradually
thought becomes dominated by reason rather than appearance. The child can
go back in time or reverse the direction of a sequence; can also consider more
than one aspect of any given situation; and becomes less egocentric. The child
at this age is very interested in classifying and ordering his/her surroundings.
This surface behavior may demonstrate the forming of mental structures which
can deal with hierarchical classes based on logical consistency.
It is in the final phase of development, called "formal operations", which
begins about age 11, that the culmination of cognitive development in human
beings begins to take place. The preadolescent becomes able to deal with
intangible abstractions which cannot be represented in reality. S/he begins to
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see relationships between relationships rather than relationships between
objects. S/he can appreciate the possible alternative at any given situation.
Piagefs description of cognitive development sets the stage about the
maturation process of cognitive structures. It is easy to see how the concrete
operational learning might suffice during the earlier years of education, and
yet only the higher levels of cognitive functioning will be effective in dealing
with more sophisticated and complex academic learning material. Because
Piagefs theory was developed with scientific and mathematical tasks in mind,
it is less clear how even the most developed form of cognitive functioning can
be used to describe characteristics of learning when the context is neither non-
scientific nor mathematical material. For example, there is reason to believe
that the bulk of information in education requires cognitive skills that are
different from those required in scientific and mathematical tasks (Kurfis,
1978).
Bloom and his associates (Krathwol, Bloom & Masia, 1956) outline a
hierarchy of skills that encompass all intellectual objectives in education.
These authors state that the identified cognitive skills fall into categories that
are sequential and cumulative. In other words, each category of thinking has
unique elements but also includes some form of all lower categories. The
following figure illustrates this idea.
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EVALUATION
judging the value and
accuracy of material;
providing proof for
assertions made
SYNTHESIS
reconstruction of information
into a unique meaningful unit
ANALYSIS
dissecting and organizing
information in its right order
APPLICATION
using abstractions in concrete situations
INTERPRETATION
looking at relationships, comparisons
and contrasts
TRANSLATIONS
summarizing and presenting information
in a different language
KNOWLEDGE
information gathering process
Figure 1: Blooms' Taxonomy of Cognitive Skills
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One common thread that connects Bloom's work and Piagets's work is
the fact that cognitive functioning is an accumulative process. Nevertheless
the two theories of cognitive development are not identical. Both Piaget and
Bloom differ in as far as they conceptualize the nature of change that comes
with development. Piaget sees the change between stages as a shift that is
more or less permanent and therefore performance is characteristically
different at each stage. On the other hand Bloom suggests that performance at
the higher levels of his taxonomy, requires the ability to use all the skills in the
hierarchy and therefore the higher levels of cognitive functioning contain part
of the components of earlier levels. However, both theorists have provided a
structure that is useful in tracing the origins of cognitive difficulties in
learning.
Cognitive Deficiencies
In contrast to the theorists that look at cognitive functioning as a
developmental process, there are theorists who explain cognitive functioning
by comparing what successful learners are doing as opposed to those who are
not so successful- the horizontal approach. This is the premise on which tests
of intellectual ability and learning styles are founded. For example Witkin
(1973) suggests field dependent learners as opposed to field independent
learners. Blackman and Goldstein (1982) talk about reflective versus impulsive
learning styles. Other dichotomous descriptions that are frequently used
include: conceptual versus perceptual dominance; levelling versus sharpening;
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functional-concrete versus abstract attitude; focuser versus scanner; descriptive
versus relational; simultaneous versus sequential mental processors;
convergent versus divergent cognitive styles. (Lidz, 1987; Kaufman, 1979;
Marton & Saljo, 1976; Pask, 1976).
In developing the Learning Potential Assessment Device (LPAD),
Feuerstein et al (1979) systematically identified the prerequisite cognitive
functions that are necessary for successful problem-solving. In his work, with
children from disadvantaged backgrounds, Feuerstein implied that there is
primarily a failure (and sometimes a lack) of spontaneous use of these
cognitive functions. According to Feuerstein' s point of view, cognitive
deficiencies in older children result from inadequacies in mediated learning
experiences, which is different from the deficiencies that might be a result of
developmental levels in younger children.
Although Feuerstein's emphasis on deficiency may appear negativistic
on the surface, it has been designed as a diagnostic-remedial approach. Each
negative statement of deficiency implies its converse, a positive function.
Cognitive Functioning and Dynamic Assessment
Dynamic assessment advocates often argue that standardized forms of
assessment are limited in as far as they can only characterize the students'
current level of performance, but not the process that may have operated or
failed to operate to bring about the performance. Another often cited criticism
against standardized tests of intelligence, is their lack of specificity in diagnosis
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that clearly leads to interventions (Campione & Brown, 1987; Lidz, 1987). In
spite of these valid criticisms, dynamic assessment research has largely
concentrated on global or general cognitive functioning in learning. While
domain-general skills may well exist, it is abundantly clear that there are
important domain-specific capabilities that underlie successful performance in
different academic domains. In other words, it seems reasonable to argue that
if one is interested in assessing cognitive skills in the area of Mathematics for
example, the assessment should be situated in the context of Mathematical
problems and so forth.
On the other hand there has been some attempts to look at the cognitive
skills /functions that are necessary to accomplish academic tasks successfully.
In the area of expressive language, the attempt to examine cognitive
skills /functions is scattered throughout the literature. For example assessment
of summarization competency has been conceptualized by Kintsch and Van
Dijk (1978). Their model entails a description of rules that determine the kind
of information that is included in a summary by a competent versus non-
competent summarizers. Kintsch and Van Dijk agree that these are basic rules
that capture the essence of summarizing, the absence of which make
comprehension of a text difficult if not impossible. They have identified three
"rules" or effective strategies for summarization: (i) Deletion of unnecessary
material; (ii) Superordination for a list of items or actions; and (iii) Selection of
a topic sentence. In addition to these three general rules, Brown and Day
(1983) found that the most experienced and high performing students, (e.g.
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fourth-year graduate students in the English department) applied a fourth rule:
combining, integrating and transforming information throughout paragraphs.
Kintsch and Van Dijk do not see these "rules'* as necessarily being
accumulative, but they share many characteristics with Bloom's taxonomy of
cognitive objectives in learning. This relationship will be discussed later in this
section.
Some researchers have examined the cognitive deficiencies that go into
summary writing in terms of developmental stages, with younger learners
demonstrating the most incompetencies (Bean, 1986; Hayes & Flower, 1987).
For example, literature review on cognitive functioning in summarization
shows that in general, one of the first process an effective learner engages in is
planning and organization of information. According to Hayes and Flower
(1987) this is the part that typically involves the retrieval of topic knowledge to
fit the situation and the audience. The goals for summarizing then become
organized around the topic knowledge identified suitable by competent
learner. In contrast, incompetent learners demonstrate use of strategy often
observed with younger children--"knowledge - telling". That is, one simply
says what he or she knows about the topic, generating information that is
relevant to the topic but not selecting or organizing that knowledge so that it
meets the special needs of the situation or the reader.
Another cognitive function that is frequently used to describe "mature
versus immature" learners, is egocentricism. For example, Feuerstein (1980)
sees this cognitive deficiency as a function of immaturity whereby the child
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does not see the need to make communication explicit, because s/he lacks
differentiation between him /herself and other. In other words, cannot
understand how the other person cannot know what she knows. Another
form of egocentricism has been described by Bean (1986) as instances whereby
one shows a failure to decenter, that is a person's inability to imagine
alternative world views. Egocentricism is a term derived from Piagefs work,
which according to him means that one:
sees the world from a single point of view only - his own -but
without knowledge of the existence of [other] viewpoints or
perspectives...without awareness that he is the prisoner of his
own (Flavell, 1963; p.60).
Learners who cannot articulate ideas which are not their own will often
deny their existence by blocking them and the result is communication that is
lacking evidence and support.
Integration and transformation are some of the examples of cognitive
functions that are often described in literature that deals with summary
writing. These skills requires that the individual sees relationships, identifies
redundancy, rearranges information into self-generated topic clusters; uses
one's own words and make comparisons (Guido & Colwell, 1987; Hayes &
Flower, 1987). In fact Hayes and Flower maintain that the distinction between
expert and novice writers is to be found in the integration process that occurs
in their communication. This assertion has been confirmed independently by
Pask (1976); Marton and Saljo (1976); Svensson (1976); Biggs (1979). These
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writers suggest that the most effective learners, learners who can attain the
highest level of abstraction, are those who can demonstrate transformation in
writing, by integrating information,linking facts and arguments and also
departing from the surface structure presented in this text. Transformation of
information shows the extent to which information has formed an integral part
of the self versus to externalizing information. Ability to transform
information can be hampered by lack of verbal skills, when a writer lacks the
ability to elaborate certain cognitive operation (Vyogtsky, 1962; Flavell, 1963).
Some researchers have chosen to focus on the organization or
structuring of expressive language instead of the quality or quantity of content
in summary writing. DeShield et al (1984) for example are of the opinion that
good expository writing share a certain set of attributes: namely development,
coherence, unity, and mechanics. These are the attributes that distinguish
competent writers from non-competent writers. Development, as an attribute
of a well written theme, refers to the emphasis given to each claim and the
number of subordinate sentences that support claims made. Transitions help
to tie a theme together by making the shifts from one idea to another as
smooth as possible. Unity refers to the relationship of all the sentences and or
paragraphs to the main assertion /claim. Lastly, the term mechanics is used to
describe a number of rhetorical tools used to make writing clear and readable,
such as spelling, punctuation, grammar and syntax. The focus on this form of
assessment then is on the organization of information into a meaningful unit,
not the quality of content.
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CHAPTER III
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was to investigate the comparative analysis of
instructional materials used in teaching cognitive skills in dynamic assessment.
The two types of materials used were the Standardized Test of Essential
Writing Skills - STEWS; and the Raven Progressive Matrices - RPM.
Research Questions
The primary questions asked in this study were:
1. Whether instructions on basic cognitive skills would improve the
students' performance on either or both the RPM and the STEWS tests.
2. To investigate if the contextualized treatment would produce different
results.
3. Would there be a significant difference in the gains made by students
classified as low performers as compared to those classified as high
performers?
Hypotheses
1. Students' scores on the RPM post test will be significantly higher than
their pre test scores.
2. Students' scores on the STEWS post test will be significantly higher than
their post test scores.
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Students who received treatment 1 (RPM instructions) will have
significantly higher scores on their RPM post test scores than students
who received treatment 2 (STEWS instructions).
Students who received treatment 2 (STEWS instructions) will have
higher scores on their STEWS post test scores than students who
received treatment 1 (RPM instructions).
The low academic group's post test scores will be significantly higher
than their pretest scores on the Raven Progressive Matrices (RPM).
The low academic group's post test scores will be significantly higher
than their pretest scores on the Standardized Test of Essential Writing
Skills (STEWS). jgrcsaivs M I -MKM
The low academic group's post test scores will be significantly higher on
the test on which they received treatment.
Subjects
Fifty two subjects from the 7th grade population of a middle school in
Western massachusetts participated in this study. This sample represented
slightly more than 35% of the 7th grade population of this school (N=148).
Seventh grade students in this school are divided into two academic clusters,
i.e. high and low functioning groups. Classification of students into high/low
functioning groups in this school is determined by teachers, counselors and
parents, taking different factors into consideration. Prior academic
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performance and achievement scores on the IOWA Test of Basic Skills
contributed to making the classification and placement decisions.
The selection of students who participated in this study was done by
the principal and researcher. Out of the five seventh grade classes, two wer
randomly selected to participate. The only criterion used in this selection w
a representation from each group of students; e.g. low and high functioning
class of students.
Materials
The following materials were used in this study:
1. Non-Verbal Intelligence Test - Raven Progressive Matrices-RPM
(Raven et al, 1983)
2. Verbal Educational Test - Standardized Test of Essential Writing-
Skills-STEWS (DeShields, 1980)
3. School Records Information:
(a) IOWA Test of Basic Skills scores in Language and Math
(b) Teacher assigned grades in English and Mathematics
4. Treatment Instruction:
(a) Treatment 1: Graduate Prompting based on Budoff's
(1973) Training Designs - Appendix C
(b) Treatment 2: Graduated Prompting based on DeShield's
(1980) Writing Workbook - Appendix D
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Raven Progressive Matrices (RPM)
The RPM, a non-verbal test of reasoning ability which is based on
figural test stimuli, was chosen because it can be administered individually or
to a group. It also measures the cognitive skills that are of interest in this
study, namely: the ability to perceive stimuli systematically, to reason by
analogy, and to organize spatial stimuli into coherent wholes (Sattler, 1988).
Although Sattler (1988) asserts that the RPM measures other cognitive factors,
besides Spearman's "g" factor, there is no evidence to support such an
argument (Jensen, 1973; Anastasi, 1988). The RPM is also easy to administer
and not time consuming since it can be group administered.
The test comes in three different forms, differing in difficulty level: (i)
Coloured Progressive Matrices (CPM) - a 36-item test applicable for children
from 5-11 years of age; (ii) Standard Progressive Matrices (SPM) - used
primarily for persons from 6-17 years and containing 60 items which are
presented in five sets; and (iii) Advanced Progressive Matrices (APM) -
suitable for older adolescents and adults, especially for individuals with more
than average intellectual ability. This form contains two sets with 12 and 36
problems in set I and II respectively. Each form takes between 15 and 30
minutes to administer.
The Standard Raven Progressive Matrices (SRPM) was used in this
study. This test was chosen because of its capability to measure an attribute
that is important in this study, namely, potential for academic talent that is
independent of the individual's culture. It is easy to administer and not time
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consuming as it can be group administered. This form is more suitable for the
age group that was used in this study. In addition, even students who have
had to be psychologically tested in the past, are not likely to have been
exposed to this test as it is not one of those tests that are routinely given in the
schools and mental health agencies.
Numerous studies have been done with this form of the Raven's
Progressive Matrices. The most recent compendium of North American
studies was published very recently (Raven et al, 1985). The United States
norms for the SPM are based on weighting separate samples of children, 6.03-
16.08 years, in one or two school districts in each of the several states. This
population includes Mexican-American, African-American, White, American-
Indian, deaf and mentally retarded. In Britain, the SRPM has been
standardized on a sample of 3,2500 children aged 6-16 years from seven
regions, chosen so as to be roughly representative of the population of the
United Kingdom.
In general, retest reliability in groups of children and adults that are
moderately homogeneous in age, ranges approximately from .70 to .90.
Internal reliability consistency coefficients are mostly in the .80s and .90s. The
Raven Progressive Matrices has adequate concurrent validity as established by
correlations with conventional intelligence tests and achievement tests.
Validity coefficients with intelligence tests are in the .50s to .80s; validity
coefficient with achievement tests are in the .30s to 60s (Sattler, 1988; Anastasi,
1988). Jensen (1980) reports a low correlation of the RPM with high verbal and
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culture-loaded intelligence tests. For example, in one study in which
population was culturally and racially mixed, Jensen found a correlation of .53
between the RPM and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills (STEWS):
The Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills (STEWS) was
developed during the past 15 years in the Communication Skills Center at the
University of Massachusetts, in Amherst, Massachusetts. STEWS measures the
Students' developmental writing skills. This test measures the students' ability
to organize information into a coherent whole. This, according to DeShields et
al (1984) requires that a student use systematic perception; use analogies or
comparisons and also be able to organize information in such a way that every
piece fits in a certain order. Since these are the same cognitive functions
measured by the RPM, this test is therefore ideal as a comparative instrument.
The test has two sections. In Section I the student reads and
summarizes an essay in 30 minutes. In Section II the student writes a single
paragraph theme on a given topic in 20 minutes. The paragraph themes are
designed with a minimum of required reading comprehension and without
reference to specific reading levels because the test is designed to measure
aptitude apart from previous experience and other writing skills (DeShields, et
al, 1984).
STEWS was standardized on a sample of 3,000 adolescent and adult
learners in 20 states of Northern America. This sample was composed of
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students in elementary, junior and senior high schools, community and four
year colleges, and adults employed in professional positions in school and
private corporations. The population was equally divided between males and
females. Minorities constituted 10% of the respondents. A representative
sample of learning disabled, and non-native speakers was also included in the
standardization.
The test is scored by objective criteria and does not require consensus
among a group of raters. The scoring system provides a profile which
identifies areas of strength and weaknesses in thematic development, sentence
transition, thematic unity, and basic mechanics of writing
. The reliability
coefficient of the STEWS is reported to be as high as .90, significant at .001
level (DeShields, Hsieh & Frost,1984).
IOWA Test of Basic Skills:
The subjects' performance on both the RPM and STEWS was compared
to their 6th grade scores on the Language and Math sections of the IOWA Test
of Basic Skills. Performance on this test is regarded as an indication of general
educational achievement in the areas most commonly covered by academic
curricula (Annastasi, 1988). The IOWA battery includes an assessment of basic
skills in reading, language, and mathematics, in combination with varying
amounts of content knowledge in science and social studies, as well as some
measures of study skills. The battery provides profiles of scores on individual
sub tests. Since the IOWA is a standardized test, it allows a comparison of an
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individual's relative standing in a uniform normative sample. All students in
the local school district take the IOWA during the Spring of their 6th grade
year, and their classification into high and average groups is based on this test.
Treatment Instructions
Treatment 1: Raven Progresssive Matrices
Students were instructed on the three cognitive skills, namely: analogical
thinking, spatial organization, and systematic perception using Budoff and
Corman's (1973) "Learning Potential Training Designs" (see Appendix B).
These designs, which were originally developed by Feuerstein, similar to the
Raven Progressive Matrices design, have been improved by Budoff and
Corman. They have retained the tasks that are used by Feuerstein for training
but in addition have designed a more explicit training procedure, which
distinguishes between the various levels of analogical thinking (i.e. 2x2 and 3x2
dimensions).
Treatment 2: Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills
The contents of DeShields' (1980) "Strategies for Effective Exposition"
workbook were used to teach analogical thinking, perceptual organization, and
spatial organization . Since this workbook was not originally designed for
instructional purpose in dynamic assessment, only sections that were suitable
to teach the above mentioned cognitive skills were selected. During
instruction, emphasis was put on the Development and Transition sections of
the STEWS (see Appendix C).
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Pre Test (N=52)
Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills
Raven Progressive Matrices
Treatment 1 (N=26)
Raven Progressive Matrices
Treatment 2 (N=26
Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills
Post Test (N=52)
Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills
Raven Progressive Matrices
Figure 2: Design
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Procedures
The study proceeded in six stages:
1. Consent: The examiner sent a letter (see Appendix A) and met with
the school principal and consequently with the school committee whereupon
permission to carry out the study was solicited. At this time, the purpose of
the study and the issue of assessment procedures, schedule for working with
children, and working space was discussed. Any other concerns were
addressed at this meeting. This research study was incorporated into the
instructional program of the school. However, participation in this study was
voluntary.
2. Piloting: The researcher piloted the study with four students who
represented the two groups of seventh graders, i.e. high and low academic
performers. These students were selected from the classes that would not be
participating in the study.
3. Pretesting: The administration of the Pretest instruments was done
in group sessions. The two groups of students were assembled in one class in
order to introduce the study as well as to establish rapport with the students.
The students were separated into their respective classes and then took turns
in taking the Standardized Writing Test and the Raven Progressive Matrices.
For each test, the students were allowed a maximum of 30 minutes and class
teachers helped to supervise this activity.
4. Treatment: The researcher administered the treatment to the two
treatment groups of 26 subjects each in this study. Again, the class teachers
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helped in supervising this activity. Each treatment group was exposed to two
30-40 minutes sessions of graduated prompting instructions. The procedure
that was used for instructions in graduated prompting assessment and is based
directly on the work of Campione and Brown (1987). A series of hints about
the solution of the problem is given to the examinee. The initial hints are very
general, succeeded by hints which become progressively more specific and
more concrete, with the last hint almost providing a blueprint for generating
the correct answer.
Following Vye et al's (1987) suggestion that graduated prompting's
instructions are similar to the type one might see in a classroom, it seemed
justifiable to choose this procedure over Feuerstein's mediation which needs to
be carried out in individual sessions or in very small groups. Treatment was
administered in the following fashion:
Treatment 1 consisted of instructions on the Raven Progressive Matrices.
The instructional sessions were in the following order:
Session 1 - Spatial organization and Systematic perception.
Session 2 - Analogical Thinking.
For each cognitive skill, the students were given a chance to work on
one example of problems from Budoff's (1973) Training Design . The
instructional sequence was presented in the order that appears in Appendix B.
In other words, all students were expected to work on this problem after only
level #1 instruction is given. They then recorded their responses in column #1
of the recording sheet that appears as Appendix E. Level #2 instructions was
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then presented and respondents were expected to record their responses in
column #2 of the recording sheet. These instructions were repeated until all 4
levels of instructions have been given. The recording sheet gave an indication
of the level at which the instructions have been understood. Following this
example, the students then proceeded on their own and completed exercises
on that section. The training design for treatment 1 is presented in Appendix
B.
Treatment 2 consisted of instructions on the Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills. The students were given instructions in the following
order:
Session 1: Analogical Thinking and Spatial organization
Session 2: Systematic Perception
Like in Treatment 1, the students' responsiveness to instructions were
first recorded using the example exercises given in Appendix C.
After the students had been able to understand and master the
instructions, they then proceeded to practice on the exercises given in each
section. Again, these exercises are presented as Appendix C.
5. Post Testing: The content and administration of the post test
materials was the same as in the pre test.
6. Scoring: This phase consisted of the scoring of the pre and post test.
The standardized Raven Progressive Matrices scoring sheet was used to score
the RPM (Raven et al, 1985), The STEWS was also scored using the
Standardized Scoring Guide (DeShields, 1980).
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Collection of Data
All testing for this study was done by the researcher who is a doctoral
candidate in Counseling Psychology with four years of experience in the
administration of intelligence tests. The examiner was familiar with the
Raven's progressive Matrices scoring and interpretation procedures. She was
also familiar with the scoring and interpretation procedures used with the
STEWS. Since both instruments (RPM and STEWS) are scored by objective
criteria, inter-rater reliability for scoring was not necessary. The 6th grade
IOWA performance scores were collected by the researcher from the students'
school records.
Analysis of Data
Gain, which is Post test minus Pre test scores, has always been the
obvious measure of change in dynamic assessment research. Embretson (1987)
recommends abandoning this simple method as it is psychometrically not
reliable enough to reflect change introduced by the dynamic testing procedures
or materials. Like Cronbach and Furby (1970), Embreton suggests the use of
residualized gain scores: G=Y-(b + a) where b is the linear regression
coefficient for the post test, Y regressed on the pretest X.
The independent variables consisted of: academic performance as
defined by teacher grades as well as standardized achievement scores (IOWA).
The dependent variable were the students' performance on the post test of
both the RPM and STEWS. T-tests and analyses of variance were the
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procedures employed for the statistical analyses of the results in this study.
With all the analyses of variance, the pretest scores were used as the covariates
of the post test scores in order to remove the variability in post test scores that
is attributable to pre test scores. The 1988 SPSSX edition was used to analyze
all data. All hypotheses were treated at the .05 level of significance.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The purpose of this research study was to determine if any changes
could be demonstrated in the post test performances on the Raven Progressive
Matrices and the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills of forty-eight
seventh grade students. After they had taken a pretest, students were
instructed on three cognitive functions that are considered to be prerequisites
for adequate performance on the test materials. The cognitive functions that
were taught were: spatial organization, systematic perception, and analogical
thinking
.
Two types of materials were used as stimuli for teaching these cognitive
functions (1) The Raven Progressive Matrices (RPM) (1983), a non-verbal test of
reasoning ability which is based on figural test stimuli (Raven, 1983); (2)
Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills (STEWS) (1980), a verbal
educational test that measures students' developmental writing skills. It also
measures verbal aptitude apart from previous experience and other writing
skills (DeShields, 1988).
This study also sought to find out: (a) whether any of the two
treatments received would produce significant changes on the RPM or STEWS
post test scores; and (b) whether academic performance grouping, (as define
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by the school), would be correlated to test performance. This chapter presents
the data obtained to test the above research questions.
The data presented in this chapter were collected by using of 52 seventh
graders in a middle school in Western Massachusetts. This sample represents
two out of the five seventh grade classes in this school and was drawn out of a
total of 148 seventh grade students in this school. Out of the 52 subjects who
participated in this study, only 48 satisfied all requirements to be in the final
analysis of the study, 26 students were classified as high functioning and 22
low functioning. These two groups were counter balanced so each set of
instructions was given to one high and one low functioning group.
Findings
The following classification was used for all the academic groups that
participated in this study : highest=Hl; second highest=H2; higher low=Ll;
Lowest=L2. A summary of all variables that characterized the four groups,
before their participation in this study, is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Mean and Standard Deviations of School Grades
and IOWA Test of Basic Skills Scores of the 48 Seventh Grade Students
By Academic Performance Groups
Academic N English Math IOWA IOWA
Group teacher teacher lang. math
grade grade
HI
M sd M sd M sd M sd
12 90.3 5.3 89.9 7.3 82.1 18.0 77.1 19.7
LI 11 82.0 6.1 80.4 4.2 66.9 9.2 69.0 7.0
H2 14 80.4 9.8 78.2 9.1 61.6 16.9 57.7 16.9
L2 11 78.2 6.5 73.3 6.0 30.6 12.5 19.2 14.1
Total 48 82.73 6.9 80.5 6.7 60.3 14.2 55.8 14.4
The information in Table 1 shows a clear distinction between L2 and HI
groups in terms of ability measured by the IOWA test of Basic Skills. For
example the average Math scores for L2 group are 19.2 and 78.2. In contrast,
the average Math scores for the HI group are 77.1 and 90.3 in English. Even
though LI group was designated as a low group by school officials, they had
higher scores in both Math and English than the H2 group which was labelled
by the school as a high functioning group. The standard deviation of H2
group is much larger, (9.8-16.9) as compared to 4.2 and 9.2 for LI group. H2
group was more varied in its composition than LI group. Overall, there seems
to be less distinction between LI and H2, with LI group clearly
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performing higher than H2 group on teacher assigned grades and IOWA Test
of Basic Skills scores.
The analysis of the data begins with a comparison of the scores obtained
by the 48, subjects to the normative scores reported in the manuals of the tests
used in this research. The Raven Progressive Matrices test manual (1983)
reports a normative mean of 41, out of a total of 60 points. In this study all
RPM scores were transformed, by multiplying each score by 100 and then
divided by 60, so that they can be easily compared to the STEWS scores wich
are out of a total of 100. The transformed mean score then became 68.3. The
STEWS (1988) manual reports a national mean of 52.3 for this age group. The
United States RPM norms were based on sample data obtained from one or
two school districts in each of the 50 states of America (N=3,250) (Raven &
Summers, 1986). The STEWS norms are based on a sample of 3000 adolescents
and adult learners in 20 states (DeShields, 1988).
The means and standard deviations of the RPM Pre and Post scores
obtained by the four academic groups are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2
Pre and Post Means and Standard Deviations of the RPM Scores
of 48 Seventh Grade Students by Academic Groups
RPM
Group
HI
LI
H2
L2
Total
N Pre Post GainM sd M sd Score
12 81.39 10.85 79.61 6.66 -1.78
11 73.79 10.85 75.30 9.71 1.55
14 67.50 8.56 64.76 9.83 -2.78
11 48.69 22.57 53.99 20.64 5.30
48 68.10 17.58 68.42 15.61 .32
The combined pre and post RPM total means obtained in this research
were similar at 68.10 and 68.42 respectively, and compared well with the
established national mean of 68.33 for this test. However, some groups, e.g.
HI, LI, & H2 scored well above the national mean. The lowest group did not
attain the normative mean during either the pre and post test taking at 48.69
and 53.99 respectively. It can be seen from Table 2 that the scores for the four
groups stayed in the same sequential order during the pre and post testing,
with HI group attaining the highest scores down to the lowest attained scores,
by group 4. However, the post-pretest differences reveal that the groups
classified as low performing groups are the ones that demonstrated greater
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gains (group 2=1.55; group 4=5.30). This in contrast to the III and 1 12
whose scores actually declined (group I =-1.78; group 3=-2.78).
The pre and post scores lor the STEWS are reported in Table 3.
Table 3
Pre and Post Test Means and Standard Deviations of the STEWS Scores of 48
Seventh Grade Students By Academic Groups
Academic N Pre Post Gain
Group M sd M sd Score
III 12 5-1,14 12.24 65.59 17.30 11.15
LI 1 I 51.06 6.60 54.33 15.33 3.27
H2 14 51.56 lb. 22 62.74 21.36 11.17
L2 1
1
35.86 18.27 42.40 13.83 6.55
Total 48 48.57 15.46 56.86 19. K, 8.30
In Table* 3 il is shown thai groups I II (Mean M M), 1,2 (Mean»51.06)
and 1 12 (Moan-51.5h) obtained very similar scores during the STLWS pretest.
These scores also show a closer resemblance to the reported national norm on
this test for 7th graders, of this test, 52.3. The gains made on this lest were
much higher lor the two designated high performing groups: group 1 11
(M-11.15); group 1 12 (M - 1 1 . 17), than tin* two lower functioning groups (LI &
L2). The fourth group did not reach the reported normative* mean during
either the pre or post testing phases, attaining means of only 35.86 arid 42,40
respectively- While* the total overall groups' pretest mean was below the
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established mean for this age group at 48.57, it also improved noticeably after
training as indicated by the post test mean of 56.46.
Hypothesis 1
Students' scores on the Raven Progressive Matrices post test
will be significantly higher than their pretest scores
In order to determine whether there was a statistically significant
difference between the pre and post tests on the RPM, two statistical
procedures were utilized. A two-tailed t-test was utilized to test the
differences when all the academic groups were compared. The results of the
RPM pre and post test differences for all students are presented in Table 4.
Table 4
Differences in Performance Between the Pre and Post Test on the Raven
Progressive Matrices for All Students
RPM
Pretest Post test
M SD M SD df t P
68.1 17.58 68.42 15.61 47 .24 .811
n=48
As indicated in Table 4 there were no statistically significant differences
between the pre and post test of the RPM (t=.24, p > .05). A further
breakdown of the students'performance on the Raven Progressive Matrices pre
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and post tests show statistically significant improvements only on Sets A and
B. This breakdown is presented in Table 5.
Table 5
Pre and Post Means, Standard Deviations and t- Values of the 48 Subjects
All the Raven Progressive Matrices Sets
(A-E)
RPM
Pre test Post test
Set N M SD M Sd df t P
A 48 11.00 1.97 11.04 1.69 47 -.27 .789
B 48 9.73 2.41 10.33 1.92 47 -2.43* .019
C 48 8.10 2.91 7.88 2.56 47 .75 .457
D 48 8.13 2.76 8.21 2.74 47 -.26 .796
E 48 4.04 2.95 3.73 2.85 47 .87 .388
It can be seen from Table 5 that the subjects' performance on both the
pre test and post test on all but one sub set of the Raven progressive Matrices
sub tests were not significantly different. The difference between the subjects'
pre and post test performance on Set B was significantly different (t=-.2.43,p <
.05). Therefore Hypothesis 1 was not supported as the students 7 performance
did not improve significantly measured by the RPM post test.
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Hypothesis 2
Students' scores on the STEWS post test will be significantly
higher than their pretest scores
The statistical difference between the pre and post tests of the STEWS,
was determined using the same statistical procedures as those used for
establishing the RPM pre-post differences. These results of the t-test on the
STEWS differences are presented in Table 6.
Table 6
Differences in Performance Between the Pre and Post Test
on the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills
for all Students
~ " STEWS
Pre test Post test
M SD M SD df t p
48.57 15.56 56.86 19.16 47 3.02* .004
n=48; p < .05*
Results presented in Table 6 show that there were statistical differences
between the pre (Mean=48.57, SD=15.56) and post test (Mean=56.86, SD=19.16)
of the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skilss (t=3.02, p <.05).
Again, a further amplification of students' performance show that this
improvement was demonstrated only in certain areas of the Standardized Test
of Essential Writing Skills, as Table 7 shows.
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Table 7
Pre and Post Means, Standard Deviations and t-Values
of the 48 Subjects on the Standardized Test of
Essential Skills Sub Sections
STEWS
Pretest Post test
Section N M SD MS
Dev. 48 14.81 6.34 18.54 7.71
Trans. 48 4.34 14.33 6.71 25.87
Unity 48 9.71 17.94 8.70 10.52
Mech. 48 27.33 7.37 28.02 6.46
p < .05* p <.001**
(Dev.=development; Trans.transition; Mech.=mechanics)
It can be seen from Table 7 that after treatment the students'
performance improved significantly more on the Development sub section (t=-
.278, p <.01) and the Transition sub section (t=-3.52, p < .01) of the Stews. The
implications of this improvement will be discussed in more detail later. In
conclusion, as shown on both Table 6 and 7 there was, a statistically significant
difference between the subjects' pre and post test performance on the
Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills at/or better than the .05 level.
Therefore Hypothesis 2 was supported.
After the pretest, the four academic groups were reclassified into two
treatment groups. Groups HI and LI received instructions on the cognitive
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-2.78*
.008
-3.52**
.001
.40 .688
-.71
.478
functions of the Raven Progressive Matrices (Treatment 1). Groups H2 and L2
were instructed on the cognitive functions of the Standardized Test of
Essentials Writing Skills (Treatment 2). In this way, both a high and a low
academic group received one of the two treatments.
Hypothesis 3
Students who received treatment 1 (RPM instructions) will have
significantly higher scores on their RPM post test scores than
students who received treatment 2 (STEWS instructions).
This hypothesis seeks to discover whether subjects who received 80
minutes of instructions on the RPM would show greater improvement on their
RPM post test scores than students who received instructions on the STEWS.
A two way analysis of variance was computed on the RPM pre and post test
scores to test for statistical differences between the two treatment groups.
Dependent measures consisted of post test scores on the RPM while the
independent variable under consideration was the pretest scores on the RPm
and treatment 1 was the intervening variable. This results of the analysis are
presented in Table 8.
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Table 8
Analysis of Variance Showing the Differences of the
Two Treatment Groups on the Raven Progressive
Matrices Pretest Performance
PvPM Pre test
Treatment 1 (RPM) Treatment 2 (STEWS)
M SD M SD df F
77.75 9.95 59.22 18.51 47 18.18*
p < .05*
Examination of the results presented in Table 8 show that Treatment 1
and 2 groups were significantly different on their RPM pretest performance
(F(18.18)=.00, p < .001). In other words, the treatment group that later
received the RPM treatment had higher scores on this test even before
treatment (M=77.75) than the group that was given treatment 2 (M=59.22). A
two way analysis of covariance was conducted with the pretest scores used as
the covariate in the analysis, to test for the significance of differences in score
gains on the post test between these groups. These results are presented in
Table 9.
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Table 9
Analysis of Covariance Showing the Differences Between
the Two Treatment Groups the Raven Progressive
Matrices Post Test Scores
RPM Post test
Treatment 1 (RPM) Treatment 2 (STEWS)
M SD M SD df F
77.55 8.36 60.02 16.11 47 3.14
The results presented on Table 9 show that after treatment the two
treatment groups' performance was no longer significantly different
(F(3.14)=.08, p > .05)). The group that received treatment on the RPM not only
did not improve, but on the average their performance decreased by .20 points
on their post test performance. The group that did not receive treatment on
the RPM however demonstrated a gain of .80 points on their post test scores
(.80). Since both groups seem to have regressed toward the mean, the
elimination of differences that existed between the two treatment groups
before treatment cannot be attributed to any one group. Therefore Hypothesis
3 cannot be supported. Students who received treatment 1 did not
demonstrate greater gains on their RPM post test scores than students who did
not receive treatment 1. It appears that the post test of the RPM were not
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improved as a result of treatment 1 (training on the RPM cognitive skills under
examination).
Hypothesis 4
Students who received treatment 2 (STEWS instructions) will
have significantly higher scores on their STEWS post test scores
than students who received treatment 1 RPM (instructions).
This hypothesis seeks to discover whether subjects who received 80
minutes of instructions on the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills
would change significantly more on their post test scores on that test than
students who received instructions on the Raven Progressive Matrices. A two
way analysis of variance was conducted on the STEWS pretest scores to test
for statistical differences between the two treatment groups. Dependent
measures consisted of post test scores on the STEWS while the independent
variable under consideration was the pretest scores on the STEWS, and
treatment was the intervening variable. The results of this analysis are
presented in Table 10.
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Table 10
Analysis of Variance Showing the Differences
of the Two Treatment Groups on the Standardized Test
of Writing Skills
STEWS Pre test
Treatment 1 (RPM) Treatment 2 (STEWS)
M SD M SD df F
52.82 9.85 44.65 18.57 47 3.52
The results of the statistical analysis presented in Table 10 show no
statistically significant differences between the two treatment groups. The
probability of obtaining an F of 3.52 was .07 and therefore was not statistically
significant at .05 level. At the pretest stage, the difference in performance
between the two treatment groups was not statistically significant. Those
students who received treatment 1 scored an average of 52.82 and the ones
that received treatment 2 scored an average of 44.65.
A two way analysis of covariance was computed to test the statistical
significance of the difference between the two treatment groups on their
STEWS post test performances. In order to remove the variability of post test
scores attributable to pretest performance, the pretest scores were used as the
covariate in the analysis. These results are presented in Table 11.
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Table 11
Analysis of Covariance Showing the Differences
Between the Two Treatment Groups on the
STEWS Post Test Scores
STEWS Post test
Treatment 1 (RPM) Treatment 2 (STEWS)
M SD M SD df F
60.20 17.02 53.78 20.80 47 .20
The results in Table 9 show that after treatment 2 group received
instructions on the STEWS and treatment 1 group did not, the two treatment
groups' performance was still not significantly different(F(.20)=.65;p>.05).
Examination of performance scores on the post test show that even though
treatment 2 group gained more than treatment 1 group, this gain was not
statistically significant. Therefore Hypothesis 4 was not supported. In other
words, the students who received treatment 2 (STEWS instructions) did not
demonstrate greater gains on their STEWS post test scores than students who
received treatment 1 (RPM instructions).
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Hypothesis 5
The low academic group;s post test scores will be will
significantly higher than their pretest scores on the Raven
Progressive Matrices (RPM).
The interest in this study was also to investigate whether differences in
subjects' pre and post test scores on the Raven Progressive Matrices test were
related to academic grouping based on the school grades and performance 01
the IOWA Test of Basic Skills. It can be seen on Table 1 that the groups LI
and H2 did not seem to fit the designated descriptions of low and high
academic groups. More than being either low or high groups, both groups
seem to be just middle groups as far as academic grouping is concerned.
Therefore only the most extreme academic groups; (the highest, HI and the
lowest L2) on both the pre and post test was analyzed with the t-test. This
information is presented in Table 12.
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Table 12
Means, Standard Deviations and t-Values
of the Highest and Lowest Academic Groups on the
Raven Progressive Matrices Pre and Post Test
RPM
Group N
Pre test
M SD
Post test
M SD df t
HI
LI
12 81.39 7.81
11 48.68 22.56
79.61
53.99
6.66
20.64
11
10
.67 .52
•2.35*
.04
p < .05*
It was expected that the lowest academic group of students would
demonstrate a significantly greater improvement on their post test Raven
Progressive Matrices than would the highest academic group. The information
on Table 12 indicates that the lower academic group's performance on the
Raven Progressive Matrices' post test was indeed superior to their
performance. This difference was statistically significant (t= -2.35, p<.05).
Therefore Hypothesis 12 was supported. The highest academic group did not
evidence improvement; on the contrary, their post test median scores were 1.78
lower than their pretest scores.
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Hypothesis 6
The low academic group's post test scores will be significantly
higher than their pretest scores on the Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills(STEWS).
In order to determine the differences in improvement between the high
and low academic groups, a t-test was calculated on the STEWS pre and post
test scores of the highest and lowest academic groups. This information is
presented in Table 14.
Table 13
Means, Standard Deviations and t-Values
of the Highest and Lowest Academic Groups on the Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills Pre and Post Tests
STEWS
Pre test Post test
Group N M SD M SD df t p
HI 12 54.44 12.24 65.69 17.30 11 -2.12* .05
L2 11 35.86 18.28 42.40 13.82 10 -1.64 .13
p < .05*
~~
Table 13 points out that there was a statistically significant difference in
the pre and post test performances of the highest academic group on the
Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills (t=-.2.12, p =.05). However,
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contrary to what was hypothesized the lowest academic group did not
demonstrate a significant improvement on the STEWS post test perforr
Therefore Hypothesis 6 was not supported.
Hypothesis 7
The low academic group's post test scores will be significantly
higher on the test (RPM or STEWS) on which they received
treatment.
According to this hypothesis, it was expected that the low academic
students who received treatment 1 would show significant gains on the RPM
post test, and those who received treatment 2 would show significant gains on
the STEWS post test. Since the aim of dynamic assessment is to assist subjects
who have not acquired the information or skills being assessed, it was
expected that for the high ability group the type of treatment received would
not be an important contributing factor in producing significant gains on either
the RPM or STEWS post test scores. Means and standard deviations of gains
made by all four academic groups are presented on Table 14.
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Table 14
Means and Standard Deviations of Gains Made By
All Four Academic Groups After Receiving
Treatment 1 or Treatment 2
Academic RPM Gains
Group M SD
Treatment 1 HI
-1.78 9.44
(RPM)
T 1LI 1.52 8.45
Treatment 2 H2
-2.74 9.99
(STEWS)
L2 5.30 7.48
STEWS Gains
Treatment 1 HI 11.15 18.19
(RPM)
LI 3.27 20.38
Treatment 2 H2 11.17 23.06
(STEWS) L2 6.55 13.24
The lowest academic group (L2) seems to have benefitted more from
treatment 2, instructions on the verbal educational test, than from treatment 1
which was instructions on the non-verbal intelligence test. For example, the
lower ability students who received treatment 2, demonstrated more gains
than their counterparts who did not receive the same treatment as indicated by
difference in obtained score means (6.55 compared to 3.27 respectively). For
treatment 1, instructions on the RPM, both low academic groups (LI & L2)
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demonstrated gains that do not necessarily have any relationship with the
treatment received. That is to say that the non-treatment 1 group gained more,
(3.78 points), than their treatment 1 counterparts. The students who received
treatment 1 gained less than those who did not receive this treatment:
Mean=1.52 and 5.30 respectively. This is also the same subjects who
demonstrated more gains on the STEWS (6.55) than their counterparts (3.27).
For the high ability group, their post test performance on both the RPM
and the STEWS does not seem to have a relationship with the treatment they
received or did not receive. For this group, irrespective of treatment received
their performance improved only for the verbal educational test (STEWS), but
not for the non-verbal intelligence test (RPM). Both high academic groups, the
one that received treatment on the RPM and the one that did not receive any
treatment demonstrated declining scores on the post test (-1.78 and -2.74 points
respectively). However, irrespective of the treatment received both high
academic groups (HI & H2) improved their scores on the STEWS post test,
11.15 for the non-treatment group and 11.17 for the treatment group.
In order to test for the statistical significance of differences between
these groups, a two way analysis of variance was conducted on the Gain
Scores of both the RPM and the STEWS. The two factors that were under
consideration here were the interaction of treatment and academic grouping.
The ANOVA result for the RPM gains show that there was a significant
difference when treatment and academic grouping interacted (F(4.95)= .03, p <
.05). For the STEWS gain, the interaction effects were not statistically
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significant (F(.08) =.77,p >.05). Therefore, the above hypothesis can only be
supported for the RPM and not for the STEWS. In other words, when the low
ability group received treatment on the RPM, their improvement was
statistically significant. On the other hand their improvement on the STEWS
performance was not statistically significant for the low ability group, even for
those who received instructions on this test. However, the high ability group's
improvement on the STEWS post performance was statistically significant.
The interest in this study was also to explore whether the school's
academic classification of students would show any relationship with the
students' performance in this study. Since the IOWA scores play a significant
role in the placement of students in different academic groups, it was therefore
seen necessary to examine the students' gains according to their performance
on the IOWA test. In this regard, the 48 subjects' scores were reclassified as
follows:
Group IOWA scores (Language/Math)
1 0-25
2 26-50
3 51-75
4 76-100
The descriptive results of the gains made by these IOWA Test of Basic Skills
groups on both the Raven Progressive Matrices and the Standardized Test of
Essential Writing Skills are presented in Tables 15 and 16.
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Table 15
Means and Standard Deviations of the RPM and STEWS Gains
Made by IOWA Language Performance Groups
Group N RPM STEWS
M SD M SD
1 3 8.33 13.02 6.57 22.02
2 12 -.42 9.77 7.80 16.18
3 17 -.37 9.41 2.65 21.29
4 16 -.10 7.97 14.99 17.52
Total 48 .32 9.19 8.30 19.01
Table 16
Means and Standard Deviations of the RPM and STEWS Gains
Made by IOWA Math Performance Groups
Group N RPM STEWS
M SD M SD
1 8 4.58 9.63 5.50 16.48
2 9 1.30 8.40 -.79 9.63
3 19 -.61 8.50 10.44 21.79
4 12 -1.78 10.57 13.58 20.37
Total 48 .32 9.19 8.30 19.01
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Tables 15 and 16 show that the groups with the lowest Iowa test score:
(Language and Math) showed greater inprovements on their performance on
the RPM and STEWS post test scores than the higher groups. Because the
number of the lowest group of students was small, no statistical analysis of
differences could be calculated. However, this information was important to
note.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents a summary and discussion of the findings of this
study in response to the following research questions:
1. Whether dynamic assessment, a test-teach- test method, would
significantly improve the students' performance on (a) a non-verbal
intelligence test (Raven Progressive Matrices, and (b) a verbal
educational test (Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills).
2. Whether the context of treatment given would make a significant
difference on the students' posttest performance on either the Raven
Progressive Matrice or the Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills.
Half of the subjects in the study were given treatment in the context of
the Raven Progressive Matrices and the other half received their
treatment in the context of the Standardized Test of Essential Writing
Skills.
3. Whether academic grouping, as defined by the school, would be
significantly important in describing changes on the Raven progressive
Matrices or the Standard Test of Essential Writing Skills. The primary
information used to define these academic grouping was obtained from
the students' school records and consisted of: teacher assigned grades,
school classification and IOWA tests of acheivement.
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Performance Improvement
Raven Progressive Matrices
As presented in Chapter 2 of this research study, a major stimulus for
the interest in dynamic assessment procedures has been to provide an alternate
form of assessment that could be useful in assessing subjects who may not
have acquired the information or skills being assessed. Literature review
shows that these subjects, once given the aid they need, do improve and
perform better than those who are unaided (Feuerstein, 1979; Campione &
Brown, 1987; Lidz, 1987). The major interest in this study was to find out if
such improvements can be obtained through a verbal or non-verbal task.
Budoff's (1979) criterion of defining improvement was used to
determine those whose performance improved as compared to those who did
not. Budoff suggests a simple approach of using the 50th percentile as the
cutoff point. Thus, those students whose pretest scores are at or above the
50th percentile point to be considered high scorers . Those students whose
pretest score level was below the 50th percentile but rose above it following
training were gainers . Those students whose pretest score was below the 50th
percentile and remained below this level following training were nongainers .
In this study it can be seen that 77.08% (N=37) of the sample had high
scores on the RPM, as they scored well above the 50th percentile. Even
though this group's scores seem to have declined during the posttest, it may as
well be that the RPM was not a very useful measure that challenged this
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group's capabilities. In other words, their pretest scores suggest that they
could have reached their peak performance and therefore had very little room
for further improvement. It appears therefore that the RPM was not a very
discriminatory measure with higher functioning students. This group of
students might have lost interest when they had to take the test for the second
time, especially as they could not see further room for improvement. On the
other hand, the lower group (N=ll) that scored lower than the 50th percentile
rank (48.69) can be defined as gainers as their scores rose above the cut off
point to 53.99. It seems as though only the lower group (N=ll) can be
described as having benefitted from dynamic assessment, using the Raven
Progressive Matrices as stimulus material. When all groups were compared,
statistiical analysis of data showed no significant improvement of performance
on the Raven Progressive Matrices post test scores (t=.24, p >.05).
Research also shows that students'performance often improve after
training on first two subtests of the Raven progressive Matrices (Set A & B). It
has also been found that when more time is given to training and training is
provided in individual sesssions, performance tend to be optimized (Budoff,
1987; Feuerstein et al, 1987). In this regard, the results of this study were
consistant with other research study. The overall mean of the subjects'
performance on the Raven Progressive Matrices was at the top at 11.00
(91%ile) for the pretest and 11.02 (93%ile). The only statistically significant
differences between the pre and post test performance on the Raven
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Progressive Matrices subtests was found on Subtest B (t=-2.43,p <
.05).
However, no other significant improvements were found on the the last three
and more difficult subtests. As indicated before, the Raven Progressive
Matrices is the most used test in dynamic assessment studies, and all studies
reviewed demonstrated a significant improvement in performance of the lower
functioning individuals after training had been provided. Possible reasons for
the lack of improvement found in this particular study can be attributed to the
amount of time spent in training, group size of training sessions, and the
method of training used in this study. The effects of these factors on the
training component of dynamic procedures will be discussed in more details
later.
Standardized Test of Essential Writing Skills
The results on the STEWS show remarkable differences when compared
to the RPM results. For example, even though the same number of students
(N=37) scored above the 50th percentile level, the scores were still very close to
the cut off point at 51.56 - 54.44. There were statistically significant differences
between the STEWS pretest and the post test scores (t=3.02, p <.05). This
improvement confirms Campione and Brown's (1987) suggestion about the
choice of domain in which dynamic assessment is conducted. These authors
specify the necesity of choosing a domain in which not only rules can be
learned but also one that has meaning and significant importance to the testee.
Since the STEWS is a curriculum-based task,it seems as though it has provided
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the necessary stimulus for the subjects to be interested enough to learn the
rules and principles.
A closer examination of the results of the Standardized Test of Essential
Writing Skills show that the significant changes demonstrated, were actually
enhanced by significant improvements in specific subsections of the test.
Statistical significant changes were demonstrated on the Development (t=-2.78,
p < .01) and Transition (t=-.3.52, p < .01) sections of the STEWS.
According to DeShields (1980) performance on the Development section
of the STEWS represents the degree to which writers have achieved balance
and completeness in the development of their response summaries. In other
words this is the part that reflects how well an individual is capable of
organizing information in such that every piece fits in a certain order -
systematic organization. The skill of formulating Transitions is also closely
tied to the performance on the Development Subsection. Here, one is expected
tie a theme together by making the shifts from one idea to another (DeShields,
1980). In cognitive functioning language, this calls for systematic perception,
use of analogies and again sytematic organization of information.
The above discussion is important to note, considering the fact that
training instsructions were specifically designed in order to teach the
abovementioned cognitive functions. It appears that as compared to the Raven
progressive Matrices, the STEWS is more achievement oriented test and
performance can be affected even by minimal time interventions.
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Treatment
One of the major goals of dynamic assessment models is to change both
the functional and structural cognitive functioning of an individual.
Counterarguments on the effectiveness of training or treatment in testing has
come from such well known psychometricians as Annastasi (1988). She
suggests that interventions such as the ones implicated in dynamic assessment,
are designed to develop highly restricted skills that may be of little use to the
general cognitive functioning (Annastasi, 1988). She points out that:
the closer the resemblance between test content and coaching
material, the greater will be the improvement on test scores. On
the other hand, the more closely instruction is restricted to
specific test content, the less likely is improvement to extend to
criterion performance (p.43).
It was with Annastasi's perspective in mind that dynamic assessment
treatment was offered to subjects in this study. In other words, this
assessment was not undertaken in order to improve the subjects' general
intellectual functioning but to improve in very limited domains in which
treatment was offered.
Treatment was therefore offered to half the population on the RPM test
whilst the other half received treatment on the STEWS. It was expected that
those students who received treatment on the Raven Progressive Matrices
would perform significantly different on their RPM posttest. The same was
expected for those who received treatment on the STEWS. However, anlysis of
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data shows that those who received treatment on the Raven Progressive
Matrices did not improve significatly on this test as compared to those who
did not receive this treatment (F(3.14)=.08,p >
.05)).
It is again difficult to make interpretations of no gains on this test by
simply looking at the ANOVA results. The descriptive data shows that both
treatment and non-treatment groups had minimal changes between their pre
and posttest scores. For example, the average scores for the treatment group
changed from 77.75 to 77.55 during the posttest. The non-treatment groups'
change cannot be considered to be of great value as the average scores for this
group only changed from 60.02 to 59.22.
Whilst it can be said that treatment did not have any significant impact
on the group that was trained, it also should be borne in mind that the group
that received treatment already scored very high even before treatment. It can
be postulated that this group reached its peak performance and therefore there
was little room for improvement. On the other hand, since the non-treatment
group seems to have made some gains on their post test, even if these were
not significant, it can also be said that the context of treatment do not seem to
be important in producing improvements.
At the very least it can be hypothesized that the treatment procedure
helped the subjects to gain conscious control of and monitor their own mental
processes. Most students who perform poorly on assessment task have been
known to do so partly because of the inability to manipulate or control their
cognitive processes (Reeve & Brown, 1985). Having had instruction on the
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cognitive processes implicated in the test (which was the STEWS this time)
might have promoted the conscious control of cognitive functioning,
andprovided subjects with ways of regulating their mental processes instead of
letting others, e.g. teachers, to do so.
We have seen that the students'performance on the STEWS was
significantly different (t=3.02, p <.05). On the other hand, using STEWS as the
context of treatment (Treatment 2), do not seem to have produced significant
differences between the two groups (F(.20)=.65, p > .05)). This informataion
suggests that improvement was not necessarily brought about by the
treatments. However, before it can be said that treatment or training does not
have any significant effect in bringing about change of performance during
dynamic assessment, it must be borne in mind that there are also other
contributing factors that are equally important in producing this change. For
example, the amount of time spent in Dynamic assessment training sessions
vary from 30 minutes of interventions, (Vye, et al, 1987) to Feuerstein's
mediation that can last up to three weeks (Feuerstein et al, 1987). The Raven
Progressive Matrices, as a standardized test of intelligence might be measuring
more stable and constant attributes of cognitive functioning that are not easily
ameneable to change. In other words for change to occur, more time might be
needed. Feuerstein who has been most successful in producing significant
change using the Raven Progressive Matrices with the most difficult cases,
uses individualized mediated learning experience in training as opposed to the
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graduated prompting procedures used in this study (Feuerstein et al, 1979;
1980; 1981; 1987).
Campione and Brown (1987) have on the other hand also demonstrated
significant changes in the performance of students on the Raven progressive
Matrices using the graduated prompting procedures. However, the training
instructions were computerized and therfore tailored to an individual's rate of
progress, not the group. Budoff (1987) maintains that there are no significant
differences between subjects trained in groups and those who are individually
trained. However, his training group sizes varied from 6 to 8 subjects. In the
present study, the group size might have been too large (N=22) to be able to
demonstrate significant changes.
On the other hand all the other factors that seem to have had an impact
on the Raven progressive matrices, like the group size and type of intervention
implemented, seem to have had just the opposite effect on the Standrdized
Test of Writing Skills. The two 40minutes training sessions seem to have
worked to produce significant changes between the pre and post test.
Because graduated promting procedure is more similar to the type one
might see in the classroom, it is therefore not surprising that training was more
successful with the STEWS than with the RPM.
Academic Grouping
Literature review shows that most of the studies on dynamic assessment
have concentrated on subjects who are either experiencing learning difficulties
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or have been diagnosed as mentally retarded. In its original conception,
dynamic assessment was concerned with the extent to which the initial poor
performance of IQ-defined educable mentally retarded (EMR) students could
be improved by problem-relevant instructions on non-verbal reasoning tasks
(Budoff, 1987). Thus, the initial thrust of dynamic assessment was to
demonstrate whether a test-train-test assessment paradigm would yield less
biased estimates of the ability to profit from experience by the low IQ subjects.
How this procedure of assessment could benefit those who are not defined as
low IQ subject, has been overlooked.
None of the subjects in this study could be defined as being Mentally
Retarded. However, some of the subjects performed much below their
expected grade level (according to conversations held with the teachers and
principal) and were considered Special Education students.
Since dynamic assessment is specifically designed to optimize
functioning of the lower ability groups on assessment tasks, it was expected
that this lower functioning group would be more likely to benefit from this
intervention than the higher functioning group. In comparing the low and
high performing groups (as defined by their school academic performance) on
their post test performance on the RPM and the STEWS it was found that the
high and low groups had a statistically significant difference on their pretest
performance (F(4.98)=.01, p < .05)) and the difference between the two groups
was no longer significant after the posttest (F(1.42)=.24, p > .05)). It is
tempting to attribute the elimination of the differences between the two groups
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to the improvement of the lower academic group as their scores went from
61.24 (pretest) to 64.65 (posttest). However, both groups' performances
accounted for the elimination of the difference. The higher academic group's
scores demonstrate regression whilst the lower groups' performance
accelerated. It appears therefore that both groups seeem to have moved
toward the mean, and therefore it cannot be said that the lower group attained
significant gains on this test.
For the STEWS analysis of variance, it was shown that there was a
significant difference of performance between the two academic groups during
both the pre and posttest. What is of more interest here is the fact that both
groups seem to have improved their performance during the posttest. As
compared to the RPM performance, even the high academic group appears to
have made meaningful connections with the training provided as this is the
group that seems to have improved more after training.
However, when only the academic grouping is taken into consideration,
we cannot assume that it was their academic standing that differentiated the
groups on their performance. It is necessary to look at the interaction of both
the subjects' acadmic standing and the effects of treatment they received. It
appears that treatment 2 (instructions on the STEWS) had more profound
effects on the lower academic group than treatment 1 (instructions on the
RPM). The gain scores of those who received treatment 2 (STEWS) are higher
for both tests. For example, for the RPM, those who received the treatment 2
gained an average of 5.30 points as compared to the 1.52 gained by those who
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received treatment 1. The same appears to be true for the STEWS too, as those
who received treatment 2 show gains which are on the average higher than
those who received treatment 1 (6.55 as compared to 3.27).
This is an interesting finding as it was expected that the lower academic
group would demonstrate more improvements on the RPM, a nonverbal
stimulus, than on the STEWS, an educational academic test. This seems to
contradict Feuersteins' (1979) insistance against the use of academic materials
in dynamic assessment. Feuerstein is of the opinion that academic materials
tend to frustrate students who are already experiencing detrimental failures in
school and therefore make it difficult to bring about change. The high
academic group also seems to have made more gains on the STEWS than on
the RPM, irrespective of treatment received. These results suggests the
importance of situating dynamic assessment in contexts that are more
meaningful and familiar to the subjects. Even if changes brought about by this
assessment were very narrow and specific and could not generalize to other
areas of learning, this was learning that would always be quickly acquired.
One more important indication in this study was the fact that neither
academic grouping nor standardized tests of achievements can be regarded as
absolute predictors of an individual's potential to learn. The students' IOWA
Test of Basic Skills' scores show no relationship with their gain scores on the
RPM and STEWS (see Tables 15 and 16).
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Summary and Implications
The purpose of this study was to find out whether dynamic assessment
would help improve the students' performance on a non-verbal intelligence
test and a verbal educational test. Results of this study show no statistical
significanct improvement of the students' performance on the non-verbal,
intelligence test (Raven Progressive Matrices), but a statistically significant
improvement of performance on the verbal, educational test (Standardized Test
of Essential Skills).
It became apparent in this study that verbal, educational tasks are as
effective as intelligence tests in conducting dynamic assessment. This is very
important factor to note as research tend to point to very minimal transfer of
cognitive skills learned during the instructional phase of dynamic assessment.
Conducted in the context of non-verbal educational materials this seems to
make sense.
There might not be any carry over of the skills learned even when
verbal educational materials are used but the advantages far outweigh those
that can be obtained when a non-verbal intelligence test is used. For one
thing, the subjects will have learned useful skills that they are more likely to
be expected to use in their academic experience. Perhaps the most important
benefit of using educational materials is the fact that even persons without
extensive training in theories of cognitive functioning and intelligence
assessment procedures can easily incorporate this method in aiding students
who have not acquired these skills.
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Another important factor that was implicated in this study is the fact
that even students who are classified as average or above average can benefit
from this form of assessment. However, it was apparent that the average to
above average students are more likely to demonstrate change of performance
when the assessment task is more challenging and more relevant to their
academic experience.
Recommendation for Research
More research is needed which looks at the impact of dynamic
assessment on larger samples. Similar studies based on a larger sample would
provide results that could more easily be generalized to a larger population. It
would also be more helpful if control subjects would be included in the study
in order to verify the impact of treatment on dynamic assessment procedures.
At the same time, case studies that will allow a more indepth
examination of an individual's strength and weaknesses are also needed. Such
studies would undertake longer term assessments that would specify
prescriptive information on individuals. When such long term assessemnt can
be offered, it is then possible to vary training procedures to suit the testee's
needs.
Lastly, in this study, the effects of variations in cognitive development
was not taken into consideration. It would be useful to replicate or conduct a
similar study with different age groups. This would provide information on
the impact of dynamic assessment procedures on different age groups. Most
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studies in dynamic assessment tend to study only the same age groups. In
order to be able to produce norms for this form of assessment, information on
the performance of different age groups is needed.
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APPENDIX A
LETTER OF CONSENT
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APPENDIX A
TITLE: Request to conduct Research
FROM: Peliwe P.Lolwana M.Ed. (413) 549-4600
Ronald H. Fredrickson Ph.D. (413) 545-3628
PURPOSE: To find out whether instructions on certain
cognitive skills will improve the students'
skills of interpreting information from
educational materials and tests of mental ability.
SIGNIFICANCE: If it can be demonstrated that cognitive
OF THE STUDY skills such as those required for the
interpretation of information, (identifying
and making use of comparisons and
relationships) can be understood through the
use of both verbal and non-verbal materials,
this would greatly improve the mental functioning
of students in both their classroom work and their
performance in mental ability tests.
SUBJECTS: 40 - 50 sixth to eighth grade students in
English Reading or Writing classes.
TIME: 3 to 4 hours per student.
VALUE TO: Students will learn these cognitive skills as
THE SCHOOL they relate to both verbal and non-verbal learning. Teachers
will learn methods of enhancing students' performance on
classroom activities and tests of mental ability.
SUMMARY: We would like to ask your permission to discuss this with
any teachers who might be interested in taking part in this
research project. We can also modify some of the materials
to fit what the teachers wish to be taught in the area of
writing. In order not to disrput the schools' planned acti-
vities and classes, We are planning to utilize classroom time by
incorporating this project into some of the students' regular
classes, e.g. English. Since the interest of this study is to
obtain information from many students, no student will be
identified by name or any other means. The protocols of all .
students will be combined so that the scores of no one student
can be recognized. The specific information will be used only by
the researcher. The results of this research will be shared with
all of you as well as any of the staff and parents who might be
interested or you think might benefit from the information.
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TREATMENT 1
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APPENDIX B
TREATMENT: 1
RAVEN PROGRESSIVE MATRICES
1 Spatial Organization (pattern completion)
Objectives: Constructing meaningful wholes
Identifying cues to solve a problem
(patterns)
1. THIS IS A PICTURE OF FLAG WITH A PIECE CUT OUT. BELOW ARE
SIX PIECES THAT COULD FIT TO THE MISSING PART OF THE FLAG.
ONLY ONE IS THE RIGHT PATTERN TO FIT IN THIS SPACE, CAN YOU
FIND IT?
2. LET US START WITH THE SHAPE OF THE LITTLE PICTURES BELOW,
WHICH ONES HAVE THE SAME SHAPE AS THE MISSPNG PIECE HERE?
Yes, #1, #3, #5 and #6.
3. NOW LET US LOOK AT THESE DESIGNS....WHICH ONE HAS THE
SAME PATTERN AND CAN FIT IN THIS SPACE?
4. LET US TAKE ALL THE PIECES THAT HAVE THE RIGHT SHAPE ONE
BY ONE AND FIGURE OUT WHICH ONE IS THE RIGHT PATTERN? #1:
CAN IT FIT HERE? why? #3? why? #5? why? HOW ABOUT #6?
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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Identifying cues to solve a problem
(Orientation)
1. Pointing to one of the designs at the top of the page....WHAT WOULD
YOU CALL THIS? If a student cannot provide a name, choose a name. LET
US CALL IT A BADGE. WHICH ONE DOWN HERE DO YOU THINK
SHOULD GO HERE/ pointing to the empty space.
2. LET US START WITH THE SHAPE, WHICH ONES LOOK LIKE THE
DESIGNS ABOVE? RIGHT, #1, #2, #3 AND #4.
3. WHICH ONE FROM THE ABOVE DESIGNS IS THE RIGHT CHOICE
THEN? If student can still not identify the right one..NOW THAT WE HAVE
LOOKED AT THE SHAPE, WE CAN ALSO LOOK AT THE DIRECTION
THAT EACH OF THESE DESIGNS IS POINTING.
4. #1 WOULD BE THE RIGHT ONE, WHY? HOW ABOUT #2? CAN YOU
NOW TELL WHICH ONE IS THE RIGHT ONE?
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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2. Systematic Perception
Objectives: Defining the problem and deciding on relevant
information
Deciding on information to use
(sequence)
1. FROM THE DESIGNS BELOW, WHICH ONE DO YOU THINK FITS IN
THIS EMPTY SPACE ABOVE? WHY?
2. LOOK AT THE TWO DESIGNS AT THE TOP ROW ON THIS PICTURE.
THE TOP TWO DESIGNS HAVE SOMETHING IN COMMON. FROM THE
DESIGNS BELOW FIND ONE THAT WOULD CORRESPOND TO THIS
DESIGN pointing to the 3rd one on the top picture..THE SAME WAY THAT
THESE TWO CORRESPOND.
3. WE HAVE A CIRCLE AND A SQUARE AT THE TOP, BUT THEIR INSIDE
LOOK THE SAME, CAN YOU DESCRIBE HOW? RIGHT, THE INSIDE OF
BOTH DESIGN #1 AND #2 IS HALF BLACK. WHAT ABOUT THE 2ND
ROW? WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT?
4. ON THE TOP ROW WE HAVE TWO DIFFERENT SHAPES.... WHAT
SHAPE WOULD YOU EXPECT HERE?...ON THE TOP ROW THE INSIDE
REMAINS THE SAME, WHAT SQUARE HAS THE SAME FNSIDE AS THIS
CIRCLE? SOMETHING STAYS THE SAME WHILE SOMETHING ELSE
CHANGES...CAN YOU FIGURE OUT WHAT THOSE 2 THINGS ARE?
WHAT CAN YOU EXPECT IN THIS EMPTY SPACE THEN?
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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3. Analogical Thinking
Objectives: Deciding on the structure of information
Lesson 3: Looking at patterns and cues useful to solve the problem
1. THIS IS A SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT SET OF PUZZLE. AGAIN YOU NEED
TO FIGURE OUT THE DESIGN THAT HAS TO GO TO THIS SPACE.
2. THE DESIGNS IN THE TOP BOX FORM A PATTERN, AND BY
UNDERSTANDING HOW THE PATTERN GOES YOU CAN FIND DESIGN
GOES INTO THE EMPTY SPACE IN THE BOX ABOVE.
3. LOOK AT THE TOP ROW, WHAT IS THE PATTERN FORMED BY THE
DESIGNS ON THE FIRST ROW? WHAT ABOUT THE SECOND ROW? NOW
LOOK AT THE TWO DESIGNS ON THE BOTTOM ROW, WHAT DO YOU
THINK AUGHT TO FOLLOW AS THE NEXT DESIGN?
4. FIRST ROW #1 WE HAVE A HOUSE ,THEN A SUN, THEN.... WHAT
IS THE PATTERN ON ROW # 2? WE START WITH THE SUN, THEN...,
THEN
,
THEN THEN ON THIS SPACE WE WILL HAVE
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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APPENDIX C
TREATMENT: 2
STANDARDIZED TEST OF ESSENTIAL WRITING SKTT.T.S:
1. Analogical Thinking
Objectives: deciding on the structure of information; i.e. looking at
patterns /relationships / comparisons.
Relationship of Words and Sentences
1. THE FOLLOWING WORDS ARE RELATED TO EACH OTHER ONE ISGENERAL AND ANOTHER ONE IS SPECIHC. IN THE BOXES BELOW
"
PUT THE NUMBER OF THE GENERAL WORD IN THE GENERAL BOXAND THE NUMBER OF THE SPECIFIC WORD IN THE SPECIFIC BOX.
'
2. WHICH WORD DESCRIBES A COLLECTION OF THINGS ?WHAT IS
THE RELATIONSHIP OF.. (apple) to (fruit)? Yes, apple is specific, fruit is
general, one is a collection of things, the other is an example.
3. FRUIT IS A WORD THAT DESCRIBES MANY THINGS LIKE...WHILE
APPLE ONLY DESCRIBES ONE KIND OF FRUIT. THEREFORE FRUIT IS
...AND APPLE
4. FRUIT IS MADE OF...., AND
,
AND.... until apples are mentioned;
THEREFORE FRUIT IS...AND APPLE IS.
specific
(a)fruit,(b) apple
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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2. Spatial Organization: A
Objectives: Constructing meaningful wholes
Creating a complete and meaningful structure in writing .
1. PLOT THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES IN A DIAGRAM SUCH THAT ONLEVEL 1 YOU HAVE WHAT YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST GENERALSTATEMENT AND ON LEVEL 2 THE STATEMENTS THAT WOULD FIT INEACH OF THE BOXES FN LEVEL 2.
2. WHICH SENTENCE IS MAKING A GENERAL STATEMENT OR CLAIM?WHICH SENTENCES ARE EXAMPLES OF WHAT IS SAID IN THE
GENERAL STATEMENT? IN WHICH ORDER DO YOU THINK THESE
SENTENCES SHOULD GO?
3. THREE OF THESE PHRASES DESCRIBE ONE THING, CAN YOU FIND
THESE THREE SENTENCES?...WHAT DO THEY DESCRIBE?...THEREFORE
THIS IS AN EXAMPLE OF Yes, they describe writing poorly, THEREFORE
WRITING POORLY IS THE MOST GENERAL STATEMENT AND THE
OTHERS SPECIFIC EXAMPLES. CAN YOU PLOT THESE FN A DIAGRAM
THEN?
4. IN (a) THEY TALK ABOUT.... IN (b) THEY TALK ABOUT...etc. THESE
THREE PHRASES EXPLAIN PHRASE....(d) is the general statement and
therefore it goes here... (a), (b), and (c) are specific examples and therefore will
go here.
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(a) misspelled words
(b) poor punctuation
(c) incomplete sentences
(d) writes poorly
d
Problem #1 #2 #3 #4
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Spatial Organization : B
1. WRITING WELL MEANS THAT YOUR TEXT IS ALSO WELL
CONNECTED AND CAN SHOW THE DIFFERENT LEVELS OF
STATEMENTS AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WELL. THE UNDERLINED
WORDS HELP SHOW HOW THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES CAN BE
REPRESENTED DIAGRAMMATICALLY.
2. IDENTIFY YOUR GENERAL STATEMENT. SENTENCE #2, #3, #4 ARE
ALL RELATED AS EXAMPLES OF THE GENERAL STATEMENT THEIR
CONNECTORS GIVE A CLUE AS TO HOW THEY CONNECT TO #1 AS
WELL AS TO EACH OTHER For example #2 is....What is #3? What is the
connector? Can you figure out the rest?
3. AFTER MAKING YOUR CLAIM OR GENERAL STATEMENT
ABOUT,...YOU WANT TO EXPLAIN YOURSELF. WHEN YOU START YOU
WILL NEED A CONNECTOR THAT INDICATES THAT THIS IS YOUR
FIRST EXPLANATION. YOU NEED TO SHOW THAT YOU ARE GOING TO
SHOW YOUR SECOND EXPLANATION...
.etc.
4. THIS IS YOUR GENERAL STATEMENT AND IN THIS BOX WE WRITE....
#2 IS AN EXAMPLE OF... Therefore it goes here #3 is the second example
and therefore it goes here... etc.
1. A good education must satisfy several requirements.
2. First, it should provide a strong academic program.
3. Second, it should offer counseling and support services.
4. Finally, it should have a broad range of social activities.
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Spatial Organization : C
1. IN ADDITION TO A GENERAL STATEMENT, 2 LEVELS OF SPEC FIC
INFORMATION, WE ALSO HAVE A CONCLUDING SENTENCE NOW.
PLOT THE PARAGRAPH IN SUCH THAT FN THE LAST BOX YOU PUT
THE CONCLUDING STATEMENT.
2. WHICH SENTENCE IS YOUR GENERAL SENTENCE? WHAT IS
SENTENCE #2?; #3?; #4?; #5? WHERE WILL #2 BE REPRESENTE ? WHAT
ABOUT #4? & #5? THEREFORE, WHICH SENTENCE WILL BE #6?
3. WHAT IS THE TEXT ABOUT? WHERE DO YOU GET THAT?
THEREFORE WHAT KIND OF STATEMENT IS THAT? AFTER A GENERAL
STATEMENT YOU EXPECT....? WHICH ONE WOULD BE THE FIRST
EXAMPLE OF YOUR GENERAL STATEMENT? IN THE NEXT SENTENCE,
WHAT IS THE AUTHOR SAYING? WHICH SENTENCE IS THIS SENTENCE
RELATED TO? CAN YOU FIND ANY OTHER TWO SENTENCES THAT ARE
RELATED THIS WAY? #6 IS THE LAST SENTENCE, WHAT DOES THIS
SENTENCE DO IN THIS PARAGRAPH?
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4. THIS TEXT IS ABOUT....THE AUTHOR TELLS US IN SENTENCE
#...THEREFORE THIS IS OUR FIRST SENTENCE. THE AUTHOR GIVES THE
FIRST EXAMPLE IN WHICH SENTENCE? AS A FURTHER EXAMPLE
OF...THE AUTHOR SAYS.. .IN SENTENCE #3... IN THE NEXT SENTENCE
THE AUTHOR IS GIVING ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF...THE NEXT SENTENCE
EXPLAINS IN GREATER DETAIL WHAT IS SAID IN...IN SENTENCE #6WHAT IS THE AUTHOR DOING? Yes, summing up
1. To write well, you must keep several things in mind. 2. First know exactly
what you wish to say. 3. That is, you should begin with a precise subject and
a clear claim. 4. Furthermore, you must be able to come back up your initial
idea with logical and convincing arguments. 5. Namely, you should present
specific details that are directly relevant to the SUBJECT and CLAPM. 6. To
conclude, if you keep all these things in mind, you cannot help but write well.
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3. SYSTEMATIC PERCEPTION
Objectives: Defining the problem
Deciding on relevant information
Deciding on Strategies and Information to Use
1. WRITING A SUMMARY MEANS THAT YOU MUST DECIDE ON (1)WHICH INFORMATION THAT WILL REPRESENT YOUR TEXT IN A FEW
SENTENCES, AND (2) WHICH ORDER IS THAT ^FORMATION GOING TO
BE REPRESENTED. Summarize the paragraph below in 6 sentences and
diagram your summary.
2. IN DECIDING HOW TO WRITE THE SUMMARY OF THIS PARAGRAPH
YOU WANT TO KNOW WHAT THE ARTICLE IS ABOUT..that will be your
'
main or general idea. THEN DECIDE ON YOUR SUPPORTED IDEAS
'
YOUR SUPPORTING INFORMATION MIGHT COME IN 2 DIFFERENT
LEVELS (level 2 & 3). DECIDE ON YOUR CONCLUSION AND HOW TO
CONNECT YOUR SENTENCES TOGETHER. DIAGRAM YOUR SENTENCES
INTO level 1,2, 3 and conclusion boxes.
3. DECIDE ON THE MAIN IDEA AND PLOT THAT DOWN AS YOUR
LEVEL 1 SENTENCE. FIND TWO OTHER SENTENCES THAT SUPPORT
YOUR LEVEL 2 WRITE AND CONNECT THEM WELL AND SHOW HOW
THEY RELATE TO EACH OTHER. NOW IDENTIFY AND WRITE YOUR
CONCLUDING SENTENCE. PLOT YOUR SENTENCES INTO:
1. ONE LEVEL 1 SENTENCE
2. TWO LEVEL 2 SENTENCES
3. TWO LEVEL 3 SENTENCES
4. ONE CONCLUDING SENTENCE
4. WHAT IS THE ARTICLE ABOUT? Write that down as your first sentence
which is also your level 1 sentence. CAN YOU FIND TWO WAYS THE
AUTHOR ARGUES THIS POEVT? These are going to be your level 2
sentences. YOU NEED TO SHOW WHICH ONE OF THESE TWO YOU
WANT TO TALK ABOUT FIRST. This will be your 1st level 2 (# 2) sentence.
FIND FURTHER SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR YOUR # 1 SENTENCE.
This will be your 1st level 3 (#3) sentence. Write it down. SHOW HOW IT IS
CONNECTED TO # 1 LEVEL 2 SENTENCE. WRITE DOWN # 2 LEVEL 2 (#4)
SENTENCE . DO THE SAME FOR # 2 LEVEL 3 (#5) SENTENCE. FIND THE
CONCLUSION AND WRITE IT DOWN AS YOUR # 6 SENTENCE. YOUR
DIAGRAM SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS:
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Perhaps the least known and most feared members of the animal
kingdom is the spider. Because of this, spiders are often killed on sight. In
reality, however, spiders are one of man's best friends. They kill thousands of
harmful insects each year and thus prevent the insects from destroying crops.
Spiders are also useful since the strand of the spider web may be used for
cross ties in certain microscopes.
The body consists of two parts. The first part of the spiders's body is
called the thorax. The posterior section is called the abdomen. Spiders
possesses four pairs of legs and mandibles which are similar to jaws. They
also have spinnerets which are located in the abdomen and are used for
spinning webs.
1
2 4
3
'J
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